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Motivation

After more than a century of protein research, our understanding of their functions has
vastly improved, yet many questions remain to be answered. Already in the 19th century
it was known that amino acids were the building blocks of proteins, but the first protein
amino acid sequence and crystal structure were determined only in the mid of the 20th

century [1–4]. Today these milestones have become much more accessible, and the pro-
tein structure remains the most important resource to prepare and interpret experiments.
By now, it is increasingly recognized that the dynamics of protein molecules are crucial
for understanding their function, and significant efforts are being made to elucidate these
dynamics.

The relevant biomolecular dynamics span a broad range of timescales. Very fast events
like bond breaking or reorganization, energy transfer and fast charge transfer processes
happen on the timescale of femtoseconds to picoseconds. Side chain motions occur in pi-
coseconds to nanoseconds, whereas large scale structure formation and changes can take
between microseconds and seconds. The very fastest of these processes are typically inves-
tigated using multipulse techniques. Experimental time resolutions in the picosecond range
can be achieved in relaxation nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), ultrafast X-
ray crystallography, or ultrafast laser spectroscopy, the latter reaching the femtosecond or
even attosecond realm [5–7].

One of the very fast dynamic processes that is yet to be fully understood is vibrational
energy transfer (VET). It is intrinsically anisotropic in proteins because of their folded struc-
ture with different types and strengths of couplings between the residues [8–11]. This al-
lows a controlled flow of energy. Proteins evolved to create channels of energy flow that
allow excess energy, e.g., after chemical or photo-induced reactions to dissipate in a con-
trolled fashion [8, 12–15]. A connection between allostery, an important mechanism to con-
trol cellular biochemistry, has been proposed. There are some allosteric effects that do not
involve large-scale structural rearrangements but are based on dynamic allostery. VET be-
tween such allosteric sites could be involved in information transfer and help to identify
the coupled residues that facilitate the allosteric regulation [11, 16–19]. Furthermore, VET
is facilitated by low-frequency modes (LFMs) that span the entire molecule. Some of these
LFMs could be involved in rate-promoting vibrations (RPVs), a concept which is recently
being used to finally explain the extraordinary catalytic power of enzymes [20–23].

Transient infrared (TRIR) and Raman spectroscopy have previously been used to study
energy transfer phenomena in organic molecules and even proteins [24–28], but it was in the
group of Prof. Bredenbeck that a pair of non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) was developed
with the specific goal to enable the characterization of VET through proteins [29]. These
are β-(1-azulenyl)-L-alanine (AzAla) as VET donor and azido-L-homoalanine (Aha) as VET
sensor.

The use of ncAAs enables the investigation of VET between any two chosen sites within
the protein. In synthetic peptides this is straightforward, but in larger proteins, cotransla-
tional approaches are required, and the simultaneous incorporation of more than one ncAA
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is still challenging. It is more feasible to incorporate one functionality into the protein and
add the second functionality via a ligand. Previously, AzAla could not be incorporated co-
translationally, whereas selective pressure incorporation (SPI) could be used to incorporate
Aha into proteins [30]. This however, limited the use of Aha to proteins that lack the amino
acid Met.

The first protein system that was identified for the use of the AzAla/Aha VET pair was a
PDZ domain of the post synaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95): it naturally does not contain
Met and it binds peptide ligands. In first VET experiments on this system, the feasibility
to track VET over longer distances has been shown [31, 32]. Furthermore, the data of a
comprehensive study of VET in several PDZ mutants is the topic of a publication that is in
preparation and is covered in another dissertation.

On this firm basis, the aim of the present dissertation was to expand the applicability of
VET experiments. By identifying a wider range of VET-compatible ncAAs, new incorpo-
ration methods can be exploited to overcome the requirement of Met-free target proteins.
Furthermore, with a more variable range of VET sensors, the best replacement for each
amino acid could be used for experiments with mutants that are closer to the native state of
the investigated protein than what is possible using only Aha. In Part II of this dissertation,
the use of several alternative VET sensor ncAAs is tested. Their different spectral properties
and VET responses are characterized and assessed with regard to VET experiments.

To get further insights into VET and its role in proteins, the VET investigations need to
be extended to new protein systems. With a new system, several innovations could now
be implemented that were not available for PDZ. AzAla can by now be incorporated into
the protein, instead of Aha, and the new protein system for this project formate dehydro-
genase (FDH) opened up the opportunity to introduce a new type of VET sensors, small
molecule ligands. With AzAla mutants of FDH, the role of enzyme dynamics for catalysis
can be investigated, adding a significant new aspect to the application portfolio of VET. The
selection and development of a new target for VET and first experiments are described in
Part III of this dissertation, which thereby contributes to the mutual effort to investigate
and understand VET and protein dynamics on a fundamental level.
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Part I

Introduction





1 Theory and Background

This chapter is intended to offer a short and very general introduction of the basic principles
and techniques that the work presented in this thesis is based on. It provides by no means
a comprehensive overview of the mentioned topics and the extensive literature, but may
serve as a reminder or as incentive for further reading. Specific introductions to the projects
in Parts II and III are given in chapters 3 and 6, respectively.

1.1 Vibrational Spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy is the foundation for transient infrared spectrscopy, the technique
that was used to gather the vibrational energy transfer (VET) data presented in this thesis.
Most of the content of this section is based on P. W. Atkins Atkins’ Physical Chemistry [33],
M. Tasumi Introduction to Experimental Infrared Spectroscopy [34], and P. J. Larkin Infrared and
Raman Spectroscopy [35].

Vibrational spectroscopy measures the interaction between IR light and a sample. The
spectra can be interpreted in order to gather information about the molecules within that
sample. The energy at which this interaction occurs can be approximated with the eigenval-
ues Eν of a Hamiltonian describing a harmonic potential (Eq. 1.1) or more precisely with the
eigenvalues for a Hamiltonian describing an anharmonic Morse potential (Eq. 1.2) between
two point masses, which leads to an oscillation of these masses.

Eν = h̄ω

(
ν +

1
2

)
(1.1)

Eν = h̄ω

(
ν +

1
2

)
− h̄ωχe

(
ν +

1
2

)2

or in terms of wavenumbers ν̃

Eν = hcν̃

(
ν +

1
2

)
− hcχeν̃

(
ν +

1
2

)2

with ν = 0, 1, 2, ..., νmax and ν̃ =
1

2πc

√
kF

µ

(1.2)

where ν is the quantum number of the vibrational state, ω is the angular frequency, and ν̃

the wavenumber of the system, kF is the attractive force constant between two masses with
the reduced mass µ, χe is the anharmonicity of the Morse potential. The remaining terms
are physical constants, i.e., the reduced Planck constant h̄, the Planck constant h, and the
speed of light in vacuum c.

There are three important differences between harmonical and the anharmonical system:
(i) The transition energies between adjacent states are equal for the harmonic oscillator, but
decrease for excitation of higher states in the anharmonic case. (ii) There is a νmax exclu-
sively for the anharmonic potential. In the physicochemical context this reflects the disso-
ciation of molecular bonds at energies exceeding the binding energy. (iii) Closer inspection
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I Introduction

of the eigenstates of the systems reveals that the dipole operator – that defines the general
interaction between a molecule and electromagnetic radiation – may facilitate the transition
from one eigenstate to the other for cases of ∆ν ̸= ±1 (overtones and combination bands)
only in the anharmonic case.

A molecule must be at least diatomic in order to exhibit a vibrational mode and het-
eroatomic in order for this mode to be IR active.1 But the outlined findings can be gen-
eralized for molecules with N atoms in which generally 3N − 6 vibrational modes occur.2

Excitation of the system from one eigenstate to a higher eigenstate can then be triggered
by the interaction with a photon whose energy matches the energy difference between the
involved states. With typical values for kF, χe, and µ for small groups of atoms, these pho-
ton energies lie within the range of IR light. When a molecular vibration involves more or
heavier atoms, the reduced mass increases, leading to transitions at lower wavenumbers.

The absorption can be quantified by measuring the relative amount of light transmitted
by the sample. The Beer-Lambert law establishes a linear dependency between the expo-
nential intensity-loss of light passing through a sample with a given thickness, concentra-
tion, and molar extinction coefficient ε. This extinction coefficient implicitly accounts for
the probability of the absorption process described in the previous paragraphs.

From the equations above one would expect sharp absorption lines in an absorption spec-
trum, as only photons whose energy exactly matches the difference between two states
(whose transition is allowed) could be absorbed. However, there are different effects that
lead to a finite band width of the absorption instead, such as Doppler broadening (negligi-
ble in the condensed phase), lifetime broadening, and inhomogeneous broadening caused
by the vibrational Stark effect or structural inhomogeneity. Especially the latter two can
be used to interpret absorption features in a spectrum to infer molecular properties of the
sample. With these observables, one can assign various subensembles of molecules, e.g.,
hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded) and non-H-bonded species [36–38] or molecules bound to a
protein or not [39, 40] can be distinguished. A simple absorption measurement can there-
fore help to characterize specific properties and molecular interactions of a sample in equi-
librium.

1.2 Transient Infrared Spectroscopy

Typically, linear IR spectroscopy is implemented in the time-domain, exploiting the ability
to calculate a wavenumber spectrum from the interferogram of temporally shifted elec-
tromagnetic waves via the Fourier transform (FTIR) [41, 42]. In order to gather dynamic
non-equilibrium information, rapid-mixing, or rapid-, and step-scan experiments can be
realized [43–46]. With these techniques the temporal resolution is limited to the low ns
regime with the step-scan approach [47]. However, there are many bio- and physicochemi-
cal processes that occur on picosecond or even femtosecond timescales [34, 48–50]. For the
investigation of such processes other techniques are required.

1 In contrast to vibrational modes that can be excited by Raman scattering. This is founded on the different
selection rules for these two processes. IR active modes require a change of the dipole moment during the
vibration, whereas Raman active modes require a change in the polarizability.

2 In linear molecules 3N − 5 vibrational modes exist but only 3N − 6 in non-linear molecules.
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1 Theory and Background

With modern pulsed laser systems based on chirped pulse amplification [51] high-intensity
laser pulses with short pulse duration can be generated routinely.3 In combination with
non-linear optical effects, these pulses can be tuned to cover virtually any frequency range [7].
With these short and tuneable laser pulses, TRIR spectroscopy can be realized.

In TRIR spectroscopy, a non-equilibrium event is triggered with a UV/Vis-pump pulse,
and a second pulse, the probe pulse, in the IR is used to detect the induced changes. To
that end, the pump pulse is tuned to be resonant with an absorption that initiates the pro-
cess. Depending on the phenomenon of interest this could be a temperature-jump [57],
a pH-jump [58], uncaging of a reactive group [59], isomerizations [60], local injection of
energy [29] or other effects that can be triggered by the absorption of light.

The IR-probe pulse is tuned to cover a wavenumber region in which a characteristic vi-
brational absorption of the process lies. The absorption of the probe pulse with varying
delay to the pump pulse is measured and compared to the absorption that occurs without
the previous excitation. With this procedure the response of the probed vibration to the
triggered event can be observed and interpreted in a time-resolved fashion, e.g., the irre-
versible reduction of absorption may originate from the cleavage of a bond, or a shift of the
IR absorption may be due to a change of its environment [61].

1.3 Vibrational Energy Transfer in Proteins

The transfer of energy within proteins is highly important. Among the various functions
of proteins are some that lead to excessive energy release especially upon the absorption
of UV/Vis light or during chemical reactions. The energy from these processes is at first
localized leading to high energy densities. In order for the proteins to remain functional,
efficient redistribution of this energy is required. As discussed in this section, their spatial
extent through the protein allows coupled low-frequency modes (LFMs) to serve as chan-
nels for VET.

One way to theoretically investigate VET in proteins are non-equilibrium molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations [9, 22, 62, 63]. A residue or region of the minimized protein struc-
ture, equilibrated at a given temperature (often low to reduce the noise), is temporarily
coupled to a thermal bath at a higher temperature. Subsequently, the mechanical couplings
between atoms lead to energy dissipation through the protein, they are determined by the
employed force-field (typically up to four-body interactions [64]). From these simulations
one can directly calculate the kinetic energy of individual residues and analyze the dynamic
redistribution of this energy.

In order to reduce the computational cost of energy transfer simulations a master equa-
tion ansatz has been employed [65]. This approach describes the energy transfer between
residues in terms of transition rates in a kinetic model. These transition rates were initially
calculated from the mode diffusivity and the results compared to all-atom simulations [65].
A direct fitting of the rate constants from the MD simulations would lead to overfitting due
to the sheer amount of rate constants in a full protein system. To this end, scaling rules

3 With further compression techniques single-digit fs pulses in the near IR [52] and Vis [53, 54] down to as
pulses in the extreme UV [55] and X-ray [56] region are attainable. The compressibility is ultimately limited
by the band width and wavelength of the pulse.
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I Introduction

(Eqs. 1.3 and 1.4) have been derived that reduce the dimensionality of the fit [66]:4

kB
ij =

DB

⟨x2
ij⟩

√
f j

fi
(1.3)

kC
ij =

DC

⟨q2
ij⟩

√
f j

fi
(1.4)

where the indices i and j denote two residues between which energy is transferred, kB
ij and

kC
ij are the rate constants for backbone and contact energy transfer, respecively, DB and DC

are the diffusion constants for backbone and contact energy transfer, respecively, fx is the
number of degrees of freedom of residue x, ⟨x2

ij⟩ is the mean square distance between all
atoms of i and j along covalent bonds, and ⟨q2

ij⟩ is the mean square distance of the two
atoms that mediate the non-covalent contact.

Instead of fitting each rate constant individually, the degrees of freedom could be reduced
to two for the complete description of energy transfer within the protein, i.e., DB and DC.
The former is only defined for neighbouring residues but the latter describes the various
types of non-covalent contacts between all residues in the protein. Additional three rate
constants are required to describe the heating process itself and solvent effects. The master
equation analysis was fit to data of different systems resulting in very similar fit parameters,
leading to a generalized model for arbitrary systems [66]. However, for a quantitative fit to
experimental data a quantum correction factor is required [68].

Another way to describe VET is the use of protein normal modes. In an average protein
with ~350 amino acids [69] and ~16 atoms per amino acid there are in principle 16800 vibra-
tional modes. This number contains local vibrations, in which only a few atoms move con-
siderably, as well as vibrations that involve numerous atoms of various residues distributed
within the protein. According to Sec. 1.1, modes at low wavenumbers require participation
of many residues. Indeed, it was found that up to 2/3 of all residues in a protein con-
tribute to the normal LFMs, vibrations below ~150 cm–1, whereas fewer residues contribute
to normal modes at higher wavenumbers and generally remain localized above 300 cm–1

independent of structural details [64, 70]. The normal modes allow the expression of the
heat current operator and definition of the mode diffusivity that are used to identify modes
which efficiently facilitate energy transfer [71]. These can then help to identify mechani-
cally coupled (“communicating”) regions of a protein via communication maps [14, 72, 73].
It should be noted, that not every vibration that occurs in a protein represents a single nor-
mal mode, but all vibrations can be described by a combination of the normal modes, i.e.,
they constitute an orthogonal basis. Since these modes can routinely be calculated, they
generate an important framework for the characterization and interpretation of protein vi-
brations and concomitant effects like energy transfer [70, 71, 74, 75].

In the normal mode picture the intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR), the pro-
cess that leads to VET through the protein, is thought of in a hierarchical model. For the IVR
from a high-frequency mode towards LFMs the sum of the excitation energies of the LFMs
must equal the energy of the relaxing mode. Instead of decaying into numerous LFMs
at once, the high-frequency mode is believed to populate a few modes at medium energy
(first tier), whose decays in turn populate a few lower-frequency modes (second tier) and

4 Shown are the revised scaling rules, slightly different equations have originally been introduced in [67].
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1 Theory and Background
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Figure 1.1: UV/Vis spectra of different proteins and peptides (a). Native proteins without additional chro-
mophores absorb around 280 nm. Specific UV/Vis labels should have their absorption above 300 nm. In the
FTIR range (b), native proteins mainly absorb in the amide region whereas aqueous solutions show multi-
ple vibrational bands. Specific IR labels should have their absorption in the transparent window between
1800 cm–1 and 2500 cm–1 where no native protein and only weak solvent absorptions occur.

so on [10]. This way first the direct surrounding of the localized mode experiences a rise in
the population density of lower-frequency modes and only the propagation to higher tiers
leads to the VET over longer distances via increasingly delocalized LFMs.

Both models, the master equation ansatz as well as the descriptions of VET in the nor-
mal mode basis, can help to identify paths of energy transfer, though they are based on
harmonic approximations and fall short of anharmonic contributions which significantly
influence the VET in experiments. The IVR (and ultimately intermolecular vibrational re-
distribution to the solvent) that leads the system from a non-equilibrium situation back
to a Boltzmann distribution of the populated vibrational states relies on this anharmonic-
ity [24, 64, 76–79]. From the normal mode picture it is obvious that for energy flow from
one mode to another a certain spatial overlap of the involved modes is required. For that
reason, VET relies on local properties (the local density of states and local anharmonic cou-
pling constants) and is in general anisotropic [10, 13, 64, 65, 80–82].

1.4 Protein Labeling for Spectroscopy

All proteins exhibit some general spectroscopic properties. In the UV region these are pep-
tide bond absorptions around 190–230 nm and absorptions of the aromatic amino acids
and disulfide bonds around 280 nm (Fig. 1.1a) [83–85]. In the infrared region it is mainly
the various amide bands (amide A and B: 3300 and 3070 cm–1; amide I: 1650 cm–1; amide
II: 1550 cm–1; amide III: 1200–1400 cm–1) that contribute to the protein spectrum and few
side chains that absorb in the same regions or slightly redshifted (Fig. 1.1b) [86]. In order to
gather structural information one can infer secondary structures from the circular dichro-
ism (CD) spectroscopic response of the peptide bonds [87, 88] or from the band shapes of
the amide bands [89–91]. Both methods rely on an observable that is caused from atom
groups that are dispersed over the protein. The signals and information that can be ob-
tained represent an average signal of the whole protein and allow to characterize the overall
protein structure but contain no localized information.
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I Introduction

If a protein contains a chromophore, prosthetic group or ligand with a distinct absorp-
tion, this may help to overcome this limitation. The absorption of the chromophore of
green fluorescent protein can indicate local electronic fields [92]. The absorption of a heme
group can indicate the oxygenation state and type of ligand bound to the protein [93, 94]
and the IR absorption of the ligand itself can indicate different conformations or reveal lo-
cal dynamics [95–97]. Furthermore, the chemical modification of a ligand can be used to
artificially insert a distinct label absorption [98, 99]. But all these external labels restrict the
investigations to one specific (binding-) site within the protein.

Vibrational labels are of special interest, as they are smaller and their absorption is more
sensitive to the surrounding than that of electronic probes. Besides the amide bands, the
absorption of a good vibrational label needs to be separated from intense IR bands of the
solvent. In the case of proteins the typical solvent is an aqueous buffer which allows to
control the pH of the solution and mimics the native environment of the protein. H2O ex-
hibits strong and broad absorption band around 3404 cm–1, a weak and broad band around
2128 cm–1, and two narrow bands at 1644 and 1550 cm–1 representing a stretching, a combi-
nation (bending and libration), and two bending modes, respectively [100]. For that reason
most vibrational probes have their characteristic absorption in a transparent window be-
tween 1800 and 2500 cm–1, only encountering the weak H2O combination band [101–103].

To spectroscopically investigate proteins that do not bind exploitable ligands and for
investigation of arbitrary protein sites a modification of the protein is inevitable. Either one
can post-translationally modify the protein or insert non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) co-
translationally.5 For flexible and site-specific labeling both methods require modification of
the gene that translates to the target protein.

For the direct incorporation of ncAAs into short peptides chemical peptide synthesis (e.g.,
solid phase peptide synthesis [SPPS]) techniques can be used [106–108]. Despite the devel-
opment of ligation techniques, the direct chemical synthesis of larger proteins is still chal-
lenging [109]. Cell-free expression systems are being developed but are not yet standard
solutions for every protein expression [110]. To date the most popular incorporation strat-
egy for ncAAs is the recombinant expression of proteins in a suitable host cell. Most often
expression in Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells is possible, the system is simple to maintain and
high yields are attainable at a low cost [111].

There are several reviews of post-translational labeling methods [112–114], especially for
fluorescence labels. Various methods rely on Tyr [114], Met [115], Lys [116], and Cys [117,
118] modifications. The modification of cystein to form a thiocyanate is especially attractive
for vibrational labeling due to its distinct IR absorption around 2160 cm–1 [119]. For all of
these methods the target protein may only contain a single reactive amino acid at an acces-
sible position. This restricts the proteins that can be investigated to those that completely
lack a certain amino acid, either naturally or by targeted mutagenesis.

The selective pressure incorporation (SPI) method is based on the similarity of the ncAA
and one of the proteinogenic amino acids and requires auxotrophic E. coli strains. These
strains have been genetically modified to lack the ability to synthesize a certain essential
component (for SPI an amino acid) and rely on its uptake from external sources [120].
If they are supplied with a sufficiently similar ncAA, the vacant aminoacyl-tRNA syn-
thetase (aaRS) can load the corresponding tRNA with this surrogate and the ncAA is in-

5 For many post-translational labels previous incorporation of an ncAA is still required. This is especially
important for specific labeling applications in complex biological environments like cell imaging [104, 105].
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corporated during the ribosomal translation at the positions of the vacant codon. Because
all occurring codons of the replaced amino acid will be translated to the ncAA, the target
proteins are equally restricted as for chemical post-translational labeling.

Finally, one can resort to various types of genetic code expansion techniques [121–123],
in this work only stop codon suppression (SCS) was used and is explained in detail.6 The
SCS approach exploits the usage of stop codons for the incorporation of ncAAs. While
originally introduced in vitro [126] it is now routinely used in vivo.

At one of the three stop codons (amber, ochre, and opal) the ribosomal translation usually
terminates. This process is initiated by binding of either release factor (RF) 1 in response to
the amber or ochre codon or RF 2 in response to the ochre or opal codon [110]. To suppress
the termination, a tRNA with the anticodon of one of the stop codons can be introduced to
the cell, this tRNA will then compete with the RFs for the binding to the stop codon. The
amber stop codon (TAG or UAG in terms of RNA bases) is the least abundant stop codon
E. coli [123] and is therefore most frequently used for SCS.

Furthermore, an aaRS is required that loads the desired ncAA to the suppressor tRNA.
The affinity of the aaRS to the ncAA and the tRNA needs to be high and at the same time
highly specific. This prevents the loading of a natural tRNA with the ncAA and the load-
ing of the suppressor tRNA with a natural amino acid. Only if this specificity is given the
aaRS/tRNA pair is truly orthogonal to the translation of the expression host. There are
different methods to design comprehensive libraries of aaRS/tRNA pairs which then get
screened and further optimized for these properties [127]. With such an optimized orthog-
onal aaRS/tRNA pair the ncAA can then be incorporated co-translationally into a protein
at any desired position by exchanging the native amino acid codon for the suppressed stop
codon.

As the SCS approach leads to a competition between the RFs and the loaded suppressor
tRNA, it always leads to the expression of truncated protein when the RF outcompetes the
tRNA. Different aspects have been addressed to improve the SCS. Various strains have been
developed that do not express RF 1. For this purpose the amber stop codon was eliminated
from their genome [128] or partially removed to counteract reduced viability [129]. Various
studies have presented proof for context effects, effects of adjacent or close-by bases and
codons, but clear conclusions regarding the different mechanisms and a consensus on the
optimal context have not yet emerged [130, 131].

1.5 Measuring Vibrational Energy Transfer with Transient Infrared
Spectroscopy

Comprehensive investigation of VET requires the site-specific deposition of vibrational en-
ergy. In silico arbitrary groups of atoms can be coupled to an external thermostat, this can
not be achieved experimentally. Similar to the detection of dynamics, as described above,
a distinctive absorption of a localized atomic group is required to selectively initiate VET
from a clearly defined position, this group is the VET donor. The mechanism by which vi-
brational energy is transferred from the VET donor is explained in this section and schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 1.2.

6 Other methods for genetic code expansion are the use of quadruplet/frameshift codons, or creation of arti-
ficial codons with unnatural base pairs. Furthermore, recently an E. coli strain devoid of certain codons in
its genome has been synthetically developed, creating free codons not by expanding the genetic code but
by reducing the codon usage of some natural codons [124, 125].
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the VET mechanism as occurring in a TRIR experiment. Horizontal bars indicate
molecular modes, only the electronic energies of AzAla and vibrational energies of the VET sensor mode are
represented by two energy levels, the width of the bars indicates their localization. After electronic excitation
(orange) AzAla undergoes ultrafast IC and IVR (green). The vibrational energy reaches LFMs after traversing
multiple tiers of more localized higher-frequency modes. The less localized LFMs allow VET to distant sites
of the molecule. Due to anharmonical couplings (gray) to the LFMs the energy levels of the VET sensor’s IR
mode shift and the transition frequency (red) gets redshifted. Due to collisions with the solvent and coupling
to solvent modes energy dissipates from the molecule to the solvent (fading blue). Inspired by [27].

For some VET experiments IR excitation of specific residues in small molecules has been
used as VET donor and the energy transfer probed with the Raman or IR absorption of
another atom group, the VET sensor [132]. The anti-Stokes Raman probe scheme can add
quantitative information about the excited state populations, otherwise, the dynamic infor-
mation accessible with these experiments is the same as with the TRIR method that was
used in this work. The signal size and with it the maximal range between VET donor and
VET sensor is limited by the photon energy that can be deposited by the excitation photon.
For that reason the use of a UV/Vis-excitable VET donor is beneficial. In the Vis range heme
groups in proteins have conveniently been used as VET donors but, as mentioned before,
restrict the site of excitation [82]. A more flexible VET donor is the azobenzene moiety that
can be incoporated into peptides and proteins, however, this donor additionally undergoes
isomerization upon excitation which may be unwanted in a densely-packed protein envi-
ronment [133].

For the experiments in this work an azulene moiety was used as VET donor. This small
compound and its organic derivatives have a broad absorption feature around 600 nm off
from the native protein absorption. Excitation in this band leads to an S1←S0 transition
(orange in Fig. 1.2) after which ultrafast internal conversion (IC) occurs on a timescale of
1 ps [26]. The IC leads to a rapid conversion of the electronic energy into vibrational energy
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1 Theory and Background

that is clearly localized in the azulene moiety. With these properties the azulene provides a
means to initialize VET with a sharp temporal onset from a defined spatial position.

For the application of this moiety in proteins, the Trp analog ncAA β-(1-azulenyl)-L-
alanine (AzAla) has been developed [134]. Though originally intended as fluorescence la-
bel, this has paved the way for the use as flexible and small VET donor, as it shares the
characteristic absorptions of azulene (Fig. A.3).7 An enzymatic method for the synthesis of
AzAla was recently developed that allows simple large-scale synthesis of AzAla [135]. By
now AzAla has been incorporated as VET donor in various small synthetic peptides [29,
68, 136] and co-translationally in a protein domain after the development of an orthogonal
tRNA/aaRS pair [137].8

After the IC in AzAla, IVR makes the vibrational energy spread through the molecule
(green in Fig. 1.2). The energy levels of the anharmonic oscillator presented in Eq. 1.2 are
only valid for a completely isolated anharmonic oscillator, but in a real molecule the vibra-
tional modes are not independent. The frequency ω of a photon exciting the molecule to a
higher level νk + 1 of a mode k depends on the excitation level of the other modes νi via the
off-diagonal anharmonic constants xik and is given as [24]:

ω(νk → νk + 1) = ωk + 2xkk + ∑
i ̸=k

xik/2 + 2xkkνk + ∑
i ̸=k

xikνi (1.5)

where ωk is the harmonic frequency of mode k.9

The explicit determination or calculation of the coupling constants is challenging or even
unfeasible in large systems, such as proteins. Generally most of the coupling constants are
negative, leading mostly to a redshift of a mode when the populations of coupled LFMs
increase through heating of the molecule or through IVR [24]. Through this mechanism,
the IR absorption (red in Fig. 1.2) of a VET sensor at a certain site shifts during a TRIR
experiment (light gray in Fig. 1.2). It thereby reports the arrival of vibrational energy in
LFMs that are spatially close and anharmonically coupled to its reporter mode.

The local population density of LFMs reaches a maximum after a certain time (peak time).
But the IVR process continues and energy spreads further through the molecule. Leading
to the decay of the local population density and concomitantly the IR absorption of the
VET sensor shifts back to the original frequency. The vibrations of the molecule are not
only coupled among each other, but also to vibrational modes of the solvent. On long
timescales the energy that was originally deposited within the sample molecules reaches
the solvent whose vibrational modes may also experience a shift and create a background
signal (fading blue in Fig. 1.2). The back-transfer from the solvent to the solute is slow
and negligible in the experimental time frame so that a background signal remains quasi-
constant [66, 68, 137].

7 The fluorescence of AzAla occurs from the S2 state which is reached by excitation at 342 nm, sufficiently
separated from the excitation wavelength of native Trp residues.

8 Furthermore, a Trp auxotrophic strain of Lactococcus lactis was developed for SPI of AzAla [138].
9 The notation of the original source was adapted to match that of the formulas in Sec. 1.1.
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2 Experimental Methods

2.1 TRIR Laser Setup

The experimental laser setup is based on a commercial titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) regenera-
tive amplifier system (Spitfire Ace, Spectra Physics). The Ti:Sa laser medium is pumped by
a 527 nm (doubled frequency) diode-pumped neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride
laser (Empower 45, Spectra Physics) and seeded with a 797 nm near-IR (NIR) pulse from
a Ti:Sa oscillator (Mai Tai SP, Spectra Physics). The seed pulses are chirped (thereby tem-
porally stretched) before amplification in the pumped gain medium, the amplified pulses
are compressed again resulting in an amplifier output of 1.7 mJ pulses with 100 fs pulse
duration at a repetition rate of 3 kHz.

The pulses generated in the amplifier system are separated into two beams of 0.25 and
1.5 mJ to pump the IR-probe OPA and the Vis-pump OPA, respectively.1 Both home-built
OPAs are based on a two-stage optical parametric amplification in a β-barium borate (BBO)
crystal [141, 142]. For a small amount of the initial NIR-pump beam the polarization is
turned by 90◦ with a half-wave plate and a white-light continuum is generated by focusing
the beam into an yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) crystal. The IR component of the white-
light is used to seed the first amplification step. Another fraction of the NIR-pump light
overlaps spatially and temporally (controlled by a manual delay stage) with the white-light
seed in the BBO. By controlling the angle of the BBO the type II phase-matching conditions
can be tuned to match different wavelengths of the white-light and thereby select the out-
put wavelengths of signal and idler. The signal (controlled by a manual delay stage) is redi-
rected into the BBO as seed for the second amplification step with the remaining NIR. Signal
and idler are then separated in a Michelson interferometer with a variable path length for
the idler beam. In the IR-probe OPA both are focused into a silver thiogallate (AGS) crys-
tal for difference frequency generation completing the conversion of the initial NIR light
into mid-IR (MIR). A long-pass filter is used to isolate the MIR from residual NIR. The
MIR is spatially separated into a probe and a reference beam after passing a polarizer that
ensures a predefined polarization. Both beams are focused (~80 µm full width at half maxi-
mum [FWHM]) into the sample by a parabolic gold mirror and afterwards recollimated by
a second. They are dispersed on a spectrometer grating (Triax 180, Jobin Yvon) with 150,
or 300 lines/mm and detected on two arrays of four × sixteen mercury cadmium telluride
pixels (InfraRed Associates) that are readout with an FPAS-0144 gated integrator (Infrared
Systems Development).2

The pump OPA was originally designed and operated in the same manner (just not focus-
ing into the AGS due to the high energies). The OPA and the subsequent beam path were
modified to generate Vis light in the pump OPA and facilitate the TRIR experiments pre-
sented in this work, these modifications were implemented in collaboration with E. Deniz.

1 K. B. Eberl has built the IR-probe optical parametric amplifier (OPA) [139] and T. Vogt has built an IR-
pump OPA (that was modified for Vis generation during this thesis) and has designed and implemented
the detection setup and hardware [140] that were used.

2 The python-based software that was used to acquire the TRIR data was developed by A. Kondratiev and A.
R. Thun [143].
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For the generation of the Vis-pump light the second-harmonic of the signal beam is gen-
erated. The idler beam can selectively be blocked within the interferometer to keep only
the signal beam propagating. Within a BBO type I phase-matching leads to the second-
harmonic generation of the signal that results in a tunable wavelength in a range of ~550–
750 nm. A variable neutral density filter allows the attenuation of the pump intensity. Prop-
agation through 10 cm calcium fluoride (CaF2) slightly stretches the pulse to allow the us-
age of higher pulse energies without damaging the sample. Control of the delay between
the probe and pump pulses is granted by a mechanical delay stage (M-406.6PD, Physik In-
strumente) in the pump path. Behind the stage a lens is used to focus the pump light into
the sample (~125 µm FWHM) and a polarizer can be used to adjust the angle between the
pump and probe polarization. The pump light transmitted by the sample is dumped in a
filter to prevent higher orders of the pump light of reaching the IR detector and interfering
with the measurement [31]. A chopper in the white-light path of the pump OPA blocks
every other shot, allowing to consecutively measure pump-on and pump-off IR spectra to
calculate the TRIR difference spectra.

2.2 VET Data Analysis Software

The analysis of the VET data was performed using various self-written matlab scripts and
functions. Some of the implemented functionalities are different types of weighted averag-
ing to TRIR or broadband pump/probe data including selection of certain scans or frames
(specific delays within a scan) to be discarded. The data within the scans and of the different
scans can be averaged in many combinations. For all spectra shown in this dissertation, the
pump/probe difference signals were calculated from pairs of consecutive spectra within
the scans. The average of multiple scans were calculated by pixel-wise weighting the spec-
tra with the inverse of the variance within the respective scan (this is referred to as method 1
in ref. [143]). There are functions to load and save data in the various formats that are being
used in the Bredenbeck group. Functions to perform the different types of background cor-
rections (on single data sets or for split sample cell data). A graphical user interface allows
to conveniently inspect the data. These scripts and functions have been documented and a
descriptive tutorial of the workflow has been prepared and are available in the Bredenbeck
group.

2.3 General Microbiological Procedures

2.3.1 Plasmid Preparation and Mutagenesis

For plasmid replication E. coli DH5α cells were transformed with the required plasmid
via electroporation. The cells were grown and the plasmids prepared with the AxyPrep
Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Axygen scientific) according to the product’s spin protocol. Plasmid
concentrations were determined by UV/Vis spectroscopy and stored at -25◦C until use.

For site-directed mutagenesis the Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit (New England Bio-
labs) was used; primers were designed with the associated NEBaseChanger online tool.
Volumes were reduced 3–4 fold and aliquots of cells divided accordingly all other proce-
dures were executed according to the products’s protocol. Plasmid sequences and correct
mutagenesis were controlled via Sanger sequencing conducted by commercial providers
(Eurofins Genomics or Microsynth AG). The sequencing results were manually assessed
and evaluated to select a single correct plasmid for downstream applications.
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2.3.2 Protein Expression and Purification

The following paragraphs provide a general overview on the steps involved in the protein
expression. The exact culture volumes of different expression runs varied, e.g., between
small-scale test expressions and full-scale expressions for the production of large protein
amounts, but a given description is sufficiently detailed to reproduce the results also in
other labs with different standard protocols. The details that vary between the expressions
of different proteins (e.g., plasmids and added ncAAs) are explained in the sections treating
those respective proteins and methods.

For protein expressions the plasmid harboring the gene for the protein of interest (Tab.
A.8) was transformed into an appropriate E. coli strain (Tab. A.9) via electroporation. For
SCS-expressions these strains had previously been transformed with the plasmid encod-
ing the aaRS/tRNA pair for the desired ncAA incorporation. After shaking incubation for
45–60 min at 37◦C the cells were plated on an agar plate and incubated overnight at 37◦C.
Single colonies were picked with a sterile tooth pick or pipette tip and used to inoculate
~5–10 ml of Lysogeny broth (LB) which were shaken and incubated at 37◦C overnight. The
cells were transferred into LB medium containing 10% glycerol and shock frozen in liquid
nitrogen (LN2) before storage at -70◦C until further use.

For an expression a ~50 ml starter culture in LB broth were incoculated from the frozen
bacterial stock and shaken and incubated overnight at 37◦C. A larger volume of expres-
sion broth (LB, terrific broth [TB] or ZYP auto-induction medium [144]) was inoculated by
adding 1% starter culture and was shaken and incubated at 37◦C. The optical density of the
culture at 600 nm (OD600) was regularly quantified until it was in the range of 0.6–1 OD,
then 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce the expres-
sion of the target protein which was regulated by the lac operator. In ZYP medium no
manual induction was required, this medium automatically induces the expression once
the provided stock of glucose is depleted. The expression continued overnight at 37◦C in
TB and ZYP medium or at room temperature in LB medium.

After expression the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 8000 rpm at 4◦C (Sorvall
RC-5B), resuspended in buffer and lysed via ultrasonication on ice. 0.5% w/v streptomycin
sulfate were added to precipitate the DNA while stirring on ice for 45 min. The DNA and
cell debris were removed via ultracentrifugation at 35000 rpm for 45 min at 4◦C (L7-65
ultracentrifuge with type 45 Ti rotor, beckman) and filtered, before the purification with
immobilized metal affinity chromatography on nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) resin.
After purification the proteins were dialyzed against a final storage buffer overnight, con-
centrated in a centrifugal concentrator, flash frozen in LN2, and stored at -70◦C until further
use.

All culture media (except in the first growth phase post transformation) were supple-
mented with selective antibiotics, ensuring the exclusive growth of cells containing the ap-
propriate plasmids (Tab. A.8). Antibiotic concentrations were: ampicillin (amp) 100 µg/ml,
kanamycin (kan) 50 µg/ml (100 µg/ml in ZYP medium), streptomycin (str) 50 µg/ml, spectino-
mycin (spec) 100 µg/ml.
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2.4 Dipeptides

2.4.1 Synthesis of Azulenylalanine

The synthesis of AzAla was first established in the Bredenbeck lab in the course of the
master thesis of V. G. Franz that was supervised by the author [145]. The synthesis is based
on the procedure published in [135] where further details can be found.

In short: the plasmid pET22b(+) TmAzul carrying the gene for an engineered enzyme
(based on the tryptophan synthase β-subunit [TrpB] of Termotoga maritima [Tm]) was a
present from F. H. Arnold (Caltech, Pasadena). This plasmid was transformed into electro-
competent E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) cells. The expression of TmAzul was done in TB overnight
at room temperature. The harvested cells were thermally lysed at 75◦C for 1 h, cell debris
were removed by ultracentrifugation with 11000 rpm at 4◦C for 20 min. The supernatant
was used for the biochemical synthesis of AzAla from azulene and L-serine in potassium
phosphate buffer (KPi) at 37◦C for 72–96 h. The product solution was washed with ethyl
acetate, this way remaining azulene could be removed in the organic phase and AzAla was
retained as precipitate and viscous aqueous phase. The remaining solvent was evaporated
in vacuo and residual dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was removed with excess ethyl acetate
and the product dried. In the original publication this crude product was further purified
by reversed-phase chromatography. This last step was omitted in the present work. The
formation of the correct product was established from NMR spectra recorded by the NMR
service of the Schwalbe group at Goethe University. The crude AzAla could be used for
SCS in E. coli or was forwarded for peptide synthesis.

2.4.2 Synthesis of 4-Cyano-Tryptophan

The synthesis of the ncAA 4-cyano-tryptophan (CNTrp) was first established in the Bre-
denbeck lab in the course of the master thesis of C. Feid that was supervised by the au-
thor [146]. The synthesis is based on the procedure published in [147] where further details
can be found.

The plasmid pET22b(+) Tm9D8* carrying the gene for another engineered variant of TrpB
was a present from F. H. Arnold (Caltech, Pasadena). The preparation of Tm9D8* for the
synthesis of CNTrp was done analogous to that of TmAzul. However, the synthesis of
CNTrp requires 4-cyanoindole instead of azulene. The synthesis mixture was incubated at
a higher temperature of 55◦C. The CNTrp was precipitated by cooling the mixture on ice.
The CNTrp was filtered and washed twice with ethyl acetate before drying. The formation
of the correct product was established from NMR spectra recorded by the NMR service of
the Schwalbe group at Goethe University. The final product was forwarded for peptide
synthesis.

2.4.3 Peptide Synthesis

All dipeptides used in this work were synthesized via standard SPPS techniques by com-
mercial sources (sb-PEPTIDE [formerly Smart-Bioscience], Saint Egrève) and used without
further purification. The ncAAs AzAla and CNTrp were synthesized in-house and pro-
vided to the commercial suppliers for the use in the custom peptide synthesis.
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2.4.4 Sample Preparation and Experimental Procedures

Sample Preparation. The peptide samples were prepared by dissolving 1 mg aliquots (pro-
vided by the supplier) of the dipeptides in 60 µl of DMSO, or tetrahydrofuran (THF). Aque-
ous samples were prepared by dissolving 1 mg in 20 µl 250 mM NaOH, and dilution with
40 µl H2O.

For VET experiments the samples were filled into a recess cut into a 100 µm polytetraflu-
oroethylene (PTFE) spacer between two CaF2 windows in a brass cell.

UV/Vis Spectroscopy. UV/Vis spectra were recorded on a Hitachi U-2000 spectrometer
against the respective solvent background. The sample concentration was determined from
the absorption at 612 nm with extinction coefficients ε612 of 328, 360, and 317 M–1cm–1 in
DMSO, THF, and H2O, respectively).

The extinction coefficients of AzAla in the different solvents were determined from the
AzAla-Aha dipeptide. The dipeptide was dissolved in H2O and the UV/Vis spectrum was
recorded in triplicate for three dilutions of this stock solution with DMSO, THF, and H2O
(3/700, 1/140, 1/100); the triplicates were averaged. The concentration in the dilutions was cal-
culated from the aqueous spectra with the literature value of the extinction coefficient of
~4200 M–1cm–1 at 342 nm [134]. A linear fit to the absorption at the different concentrations
yielded the extinction coefficient at each wavelength (Fig. A.3).Note that the UV/Vis spec-
trum of AzAla experiences significant changes after prolonged time in solution in H2O or
0.5 M HCl, but not in DMSO or 0.5 M KOH (Fig. A.4). Similar changes have been observed
for azulene in solution and were attributed to changes in the protonation state, stacking
and other effects [148].

FTIR Spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra of the dipeptides in THF were recorded from the
100 µm laser samples, those of samples in H2O or DMSO were recorded with a 60 µm
groove cuvette. The FTIR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR spectrometer
with 1 cm–1 resolution. The spectra were corrected for the background by subtracting a
spectrum of the respective solvent. Subsequently, a low-order polynomial function was
fit to the spectral region around the label absorption (which was omitted from the fit) to
finalize a flat baseline. Second derivatives were calculated from the spectra and the solvent
spectra separately using the OriginPro 2021b software. The derivatives were smoothed
with a Savitzky-Golay filter with a 20 datapoint window and a quadratic polynomial before
the subtraction of both derivatives.

VET Experiments. Ultrafast TRIR experiments were carried out on the laser setup de-
scribed in Sec. 2.1. The output of the pump OPA was regulated with a variable neutral
density filter wheel to 6 µJ pulse energy at the sample. The sample cells were mounted in
a two-axis scanning device. During the experiment the sample was moved within the focal
plane of the laser beams in a Lissajous curve, for regular exchange of the sample.

For all TRIR experiments the background spectrum (pump-on minus pump-off) at a
pump/probe delay of -40 ps was subtracted from all other delays. The data in THF and
DMSO were analyzed without further corrections. The TRIR data from samples in H2O
show a strong water signal at long delays. These signals arise from energy dissipation from
the protein into the solvent leading to difference signals of the combination band in the
probe region. This background was subtracted by averaging the spectra at delays after the
decay of the probe signal, this spectrum was then fit to each other spectrum with a scaling
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and an offset parameter, the pixels carrying the VET signal were excluded for the fitting of
the parameters. At each delay the background spectrum was scaled and shifted according
to the fit and subtracted from the original spectrum.

The dynamics of the TRIR signals were analyzed by integrating the absolute signal am-
plitudes along the probe axis in the range of the probe signal at each delay. To pinpoint
the time of the maximum signal, the resulting trace was normalized to the maximum and a
biexponential function was fit to the region around that peak with a relative intensity >0.65
allowing to interpolate the maximum to determine the peak time.

The shift analysis for the dipeptides was based on the equations described in reference
[149], the given numbers refer to the numbering of equations in that article. The following
procedure was implemented in a matlab script. For given beam parameters, the pump
photon flux J̄ was calculated according to:

J̄(D) =
4ln(2)P0

E0π∆2 exp

(
−

D2
x + D2

y

2s2

)
(15)

with the pulse power P0, photon energy E0, and the FWHM ∆ of the beam.3

The beam radius that was considered was 3 times the FWHM of the pump beam with a
step size of 10 nm to ensure high numerical accuracy. At every point along the beam radius
the fraction of excited molecules n1 was calculated (assuming a quantum yield ϕ of 1) and
integrated over the polarization orientations x via the trapz command with a step size of
0.001 to determine the ensemble-averaged photolyzed fraction ⟨n1⟩:

⟨n1⟩ =
1
2

1∫

−1

(
1− exp

(
−3 J̄σϕ

(
1− x2)

2

))
dx (13)

with the absorption cross section σ which can be computed from the molar extinction coef-
ficient.

The distribution of the probe beam was determined along the radius and the area normal-
ized, this way the increased influence of the inner part of the beam is correctly considered.
Weighting of the pump beam excited fraction with the probe beam distribution yields the
percentage of molecules that are both pumped and probed. Integration along the beam
radius yields the size of the difference signal relative to the FTIR signal.

Along the sample, the pump photon flux is reduced due to the sample absorption. The
pump beam attenuation was determined via microelement analysis of 100 steps taken along
the sample depth [150]. At each step the calculations described above were performed
anew and the photon flux adjusted for the next step according to the relative excitation and
sample concentration.

3 Note that the factor ε2D in the publication was omitted. It is already accounted for by the substitution
s = ∆/(2

√
2ln(2)) and the modified version of the formula perfectly reproduces the data shown in the

publication.
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2.5 PDZ Domain

2.5.1 Protein Expression and Labeling

PDZ Wild Type (WT). The PDZ domains were expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) according to
the general protocol in Sec. 2.3.2. The protein was expressed from a pGDR11 plasmid (from
this plasmid all PDZ-mutant plasmids were derived via site-directed mutagenesis; Tab. A.8)
together with an N-terminal histidine tag (HisTag) linked to the protein via a recognition
site of tobacco etch virus protease (TEV) of the sequence ENLYFQ|G. After harvest, the
cells were resuspended in 50 mM 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-1,3-diol (Tris)/HCl
pH 8 buffer with 100 mM NaCl and 20 mM imidazole for ultrasonication and DNA precip-
itation. The filtered protein was applied to a Ni-NTA column. Washed with with 50 mM
imidazol and eluted with 300 mM imidazole in the otherwise same buffer. The fractions of
the elution were pooled, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol and a HisTagged TEV was added, and
the mixture dialyzed overnight against the Tris/HCl buffer without imidazole. The solu-
tion was centrifuged and filtered and again applied to the Ni-NTA, removing the tagged
TEV and the cleaved HisTag. The flowthrough was pooled, concentrated, and further pu-
rified and the buffer exchanged via size exclusion chromatography (SuperDex PG 75) with
50 mM NaPi pH 6.8. The protein was concentrated, flash frozen in LN2, and stored at -70◦C
until further use.

PDZ Aha Variants. For the incorporation of Aha the SPI-approach was utilized [30]. To
this end, the Met auxotrophic strain E. coli B834 (DE3) was used with a plasmid carrying
a Met codon at the incorporation site. After growth in LB medium at 37◦C overnight, the
cells were washed with and transferred into M9 medium supplemented with riboflavin,
nicotinamide, pyridoxine monohydrate, thiamine each at a concentration of 1 mg/l. The
culture was incubated at room temperature for ~3 h before adding 0.5 mM Aha. At an
OD600 of 1.5, Lys, Thr, Phe, Leu, Ile, and Val were added as in [151], and the overnight
expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG. Cell harvest and purification was conducted as
described for PDZ WT.

PDZ CNPhe and N3Phe Variants. The incorporation of CNPhe and N3Phe into PDZ
was achieved via SCS. The plasmid with an amber stop codon at the target sites of the
ncAA was transformed into E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) cells containing the plasmid pULTRA-
CNF [152, 153] with an additional D286R mutation for increased suppression efficiency [154].
The expression was completed in TB medium, 1 mM N3Phe or CNPhe were added at an
OD600 of 0.15. After induction the culture was further incubated overnight at 37◦C. Cell
harvest and purification was conducted equally to PDZ WT.

PDZ Thiocyanate (SCN) Variant. The expression and purification of PDZ Ile327SCN4

was done as described for PDZ WT with a plasmid carrying an Ile327Cys mutation. Af-
ter the purification, the sole Cys residue was cyanylated using 5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic
acid) (DTNB) and isotopically labeled K13C15N using centrifugal concentrators as described
in [155], this approach is based on [119].

4 Quantitative labeling of Phe325Cys did not succeed [145].
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2.5.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Procedures

Crystallography. Protein crystals of PDZ Phe325N3Phe and Phe325CNPhe were grown as
part of a bachelor thesis by J. Lee [156]. The crystals grew with the hanging drop method
within 30 days at room temperature. The hanging drops were prepared in a ratio of 1:1
from 15 mg/ml and 5 mg/ml protein stock solutions, respectively, in 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM 4-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) pH 7.2 and the reservoir solution.
The reservoir solution was 1.28 M sodium citrate, 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.5.

X-ray diffraction experiments on these crystals have been conducted by G. Wille and the
author of this dissertation at beamline MX 14.2 at BESSY II [157]. For the experiments, the
protein crystals were fished from the solution with a nylon loop, dipped into the reservoir
solution supplemented with 20% glycerol and flash frozen and stored in LN2 until they
were mounted for measurement. The data were analyzed using the software XDS [158] at
the site, and Phaser-MR and the automatic refinement tool integrated in the Phenix software
suite(Ver. 1.19.2-4158) [159, 160].

FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR spectra were recorded from the concentrated protein before and
after adding the ligand to the solution. The spectra were recorded as described for the
dipeptides in H2O. The second derivatives were corrected for the derivative of the back-
ground using the spectrum of PDZ WT after addition of the AzAla-KQTSV ligand.

VET Experiments. For laser experiments a stock solution of the peptide ligand AzAla-
KQTSV (synthesized by Peptides & Elephants, Berlin; or sb-PEPTIDE [formerly SmartBio-
science], Saint Egrève) was prepared in 50 mM NaPi pH 6.8. The concentration of the stock
solution was determined via the absorption at 341 nm. The protein sample was concen-
trated with a centrifugal concentrator, the concentration was determined by the 280 nm ab-
sorption of the protein, and the ligand added in ~20% excess, ensuring >98% saturation of
the protein.5 A PDZ WT sample was simultaneously prepared with concentrations closely
matching those of the VET sample (containing the IR probe). Final protein concentrations
were ~8–11 mM , only for PDZ Ile327SCN the concentration was 18 mM.

Both samples were filled into the two compartments of a 100 µm split sample cell as
described in more detail in [161]. The sample cell was moved in a Lissajous curve during
the measurement as described for the dipeptides. After completing one scan of the sample
compartment, a linear actuator moved the sample cell to measure the signal in the WT
compartment for one scan. The compartment was switched for every other scan to acquire
a highly correlated background signal for subsequent correction of the TRIR data.

For both sample compartments, a background correction was performed as described for
the aqueous samples of the dipeptides. To better isolate the significantly smaller signals in
the proteins, the data from the sample compartment were additionally corrected by fitting
the data from the WT compartment with an offset and a scaling parameter to each delay
(omitting the region of the VET signal). From the resulting data, the trace was calculated,
and interpolated as described above.

5 Based on KD values determined by isothermal calorimetry (ITC) experiments in the course of two master
theses supervised by the author and reported therein [145, 146].
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2.6 Cyclophilin A

2.6.1 Protein Expression

The gene for CypA was originally provided by C. Schiene-Fischer (Martin-LutherUniversität,
Halle) in a pQE-70 plasmid. The gene was cloned into pET28a by T. Baumann (Technische
Universität, Berlin), adding a C-terminal HisTag. The author used this plasmid to express
CypA in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) in ZYP medium. The Ni-NTA purification was done in
50 mM NaPi pH 8, 300 mM NaCl, and 20 mM imidazole and eluted with a gradient of imi-
dazole. The product was dialyzed overnight against 100 mM HEPES pH 8, 150 mM NaCl.
The protein was concentrated, flash frozen in LN2 and stored at -70◦C until further use.

For the expression of the Gly14AzAla mutant T. Baumann replaced the Gly14 codon
of CypA with the amber stop codon via a megaprimer mutagenesis approach [162], and
guided the protein expression by the author. The plasmid bearing the mutation was trans-
formed into BL21 Star (DE3) which already contained the pBU16 MjAzuRS plasmid [137].
The starter culture contained 1% glucose, a measure for increased suppression of back-
ground expression before induction. 2.5 h after inoculation of the ZYP expression culture
1 mM AzAla was added to the culture.6 After harvest, the resuspended cells were ho-
mogenized (IKA-T10 basic) and disrupted (Microfluidics M-110L Microfluidizer). 1 mg/ml

lysozyme and 0.01 mg/ml and 2 mM iron(II) sulfate were added and the solution incubated
on ice for 15 min before centrifuging at 17500 rpm for 60 min. The purification was per-
formed in the same way and with the same buffers as described above.

2.6.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Procedures

Cyclophilin Activity Assay. A chymotrypsin-coupled activity assay was used to observe
the activity of CypA [163]. The protein was diluted with 50 mM HEPES pH 8, 100 mM
NaCl. The concentration of the protein stock solution was determined from the absorption
at 280 nm, assuming ε280 of 40 mM-1cm-1 for AzAla [164]. A chymotrypsin stock solution
was prepared with 100 mg/ml in 1 mM HCl. A 1.9 mg/ml stock solution of the substrate
peptide succinyl-AAPF-p-nitroanilide(pNA) was prepared in trifluoroethanol (TFE).

Buffer, chymotrypsin (10 mg/ml), and CypA (3.5 nM) were mixed in a 1 cm cuvette and
equilibrated to 6◦C. The assay was initiated by adding 32 µl substrate solution, resulting
in a final reaction volume of 1.3 ml. Under continuous stirring, the absorption of pNA at
390 nm was monitored using a USB4000 fiber spectrometer (Ocean Optics) and a Xe light
source. During the experiment, the complete setup was flushed with dry air that was blown
onto the cuvette to prevent fogging. The reported reaction speeds were determined from
an exponential fit to the data.
ITC Experiments. The dissociation constants of the peptide ligands with the amino acid se-
quences HAGPIA, Ac-FGPDLP-NH2, and Ac-PVHAGPIAP-NH2 (synthesized by GenicBio,
Shanghai; used without further purification) were determined via ITC.7 For the experi-
ments, the protein was diluted in 100 mM HEPES pH 8, 150 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl, 2 mM
tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), and 10% glycerol. The lyophilized ligand was dis-
solved in the same buffer and the pH (influenced by residual acidic salts from the SPPS)
adjusted to match that of the protein solution. The concentration of the protein was deter-

6 Note for clarity: 1 mM L-AzAla was added from a 200 mM stock solution of a racemic mixture of AzAla HCl
salt from chemical synthesis, for all other purposes biochemically synthesized AzAla (see above) was used.

7 Ac indicates N-terminal acetylation, NH2 indicates C-terminal amidation.
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mined by the absorbance at 280 nm and that of the ligand by its absorbance at 205 nm [85].
The final concentrations were 170–300 µM for the protein and 3.6–5 mM for the ligand. Both
solutions were degassed for ~10 min before loading the sample cell and titration syringe of
a Malvern Panalytical VP-ITC MicroCalorimeter for the experiment. Injections of 8–10 µl
were run with an injection speed of 0.5 µl/s, the injections were spaced by 300 s to ensure
reequilibration between the injections. The temperature was set to 28◦C (HAGPIA) or 25◦C
(other peptides). The data were anlyzed using the AFFINImeter ITC software.

2.7 Formate Dehydrogenase

2.7.1 Protein Expression

Formate Dehydrogenase (FDH) WT and Val123Gly variant. The gene for Candida boi-
dinii (Cb) FDH (European Nucleotide Archive accession number: KM454879) was synthe-
sized by the Invitrogen GeneArt services (ThermoFisher Scientific) flanked by a BsaI and
an XhoI restriction site in a pMK cloning vector. It was subcloned into the multiple cloning
site of an empty pET28b plasmid between the XhoI and NcoI site using ElectroLigase (all
cloning enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs). Afterwards, the C-terminal
HisTag encoded on the plasmid was joined with the open reading frame by mutating the
ochre stop to a Ser (TCA) codon.8 From this plasmid all mutant plasmids were derived.

The proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) in TB medium at 37◦C overnight.
The purification on the Ni-NTA was conducted with 50 mM KPi pH 8, 100 mM KCl, and
20 mM imidazole and eluted with 150 mM imidazole. The pooled fractions of the elution
were dialyzed against 100 mM KPi pH 7.5 before flash freezing in LN2 and storage at -70◦C.

FDH AzAla Variants. For the expression of FDH proteins that contain AzAla several strains
of E. coli, optimized for amber suppression by deletion of RF1 and (selective) deletion of
amber codons in the E. coli genome, have been used. These strains were E. coli B-95.∆A
(RIKEN), E. coli B-95.∆A∆fabR (RIKEN), and E. coli C321.∆A.exp (DE3) (provided by N.
Budisa [University of Manitoba, Winnipeg]). For amber SCS these strains were transformed
with pBU16 MjAzuRS, providing the optimized aaRS and tRNA for AzAla [137]. The ex-
pression of the mutants were tested in all of these strains at a small scale to chose the one
strain that was then used for all full-size expressions of each mutant, this was done in the
course of the master thesis of Y. Shen that was supervised by the author [168]. The ex-
pression medium was supplemented with 1 mM AzAla from a 100 mM stock solution, the
stock solution was prepared by dissolving crude AzAla (see Sec. 2.4.1) in 1 M HCl and
subsequently diluting the solution 10-fold by addition of H2O.

Prior to the purification on the Ni-NTA, the proteins were denatured with 7 M urea. The
protein was refolded on the column by gradually removing the urea. This additional step
was required to remove the remaining truncated FDH, which on its one could not bind to
the resin but formed heterodimers with the complete expression product, this behavior was
first observed in the course of the bachelor thesis of N. Joachim which was supervised by
the author [169]. All subsequent steps were performed as described for FDH WT.

8 This was done, after purification on a blue sepharose 6 fast flow column with previously published protocols
did not yield good purification results [165–167].
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2.7.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Procedures

FTIR Spectroscopy. FTIR spectra of the laser samples were recorded in a 60 µm groove
cuvette on a Tensor 27 FTIR spectrometer with 1 cm–1 resolution. The background of the
H2O combination band was removed by fitting the FTIR spectrum of the reference sam-
ple (without N−3 ), a linear baseline and the Lorentzians representing the N−3 absorption
to the spectra. The Lorentzian representing unbound N−3 had fixed central wavenumber
(2048.1 cm–1) and FWHM (27 cm–1) which were determined from the FTIR spectrum of N−3
in buffer. Protein concentrations were determined from UV/Vis spectra at 280 nm using an
extinction coefficient of 40 mM-1cm-1 for AzAla [164]. Final N−3 concentrations were deter-
mined from the total area of the fitted peaks, assuming an identical integrated extinction
coefficient of 65.5 mM-1cm-2 for all bands, which was determined by a concentration series.

VET Experiments. For the VET experiments the FDH proteins were concentrated to up to
~2 mM. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) was added in excess from a 100 mM
stock solution. The solution was divided in two fractions. N−3 (from a 100 mM stock solu-
tion) was added to one fraction, the other was topped up with the same volume of buffer
to maintain equal protein concentrations in both. A 100 µm or 150 µm thick split sam-
ple cell was filled with the two solution (see PDZ), the N−3 -free acting as reference for the
background correction. The measurements were done using the 300 lines/mm grating.

In contrast to the PDZ data, the sample compartment was directly corrected with the
data from the reference compartment, without previous compartment-wise correction of
the solvent signal. For each delay, the signal of the reference compartment was fit to the
signal-free pixels (1–10 and 42–64) of the sample compartment with a scaling and an offset
paramter. The additional step of individually correcting for the solvent signal was not re-
quired, presumably because of the higher intensity of the VET signal relative to the solvent
signal. The trace and its dynamics have been analyzed as described for the dipeptides.

FDH Activity Assay. The Michaelis-Menten kinetics with FDH were performed using the
same setup as described for CypA above. The assay was performed at room temperature
in 100 mM KPi pH 7.5 with varying concentrations of NAD+ and a saturating concentra-
tion of 200 mM sodium formate. In an Eppendorf-tube 989 µl of buffer and substrates were
prepared and 11 µl of FDH solution (200 nM final concentration) added. It was thoroughly
mixed and quickly transferred into a spectroscopic cell to record the increase of product ab-
sorption at 340 nm. The initial reaction rate was determined by a linear fit of the first 10 s of
the data using an extinction coefficient of 6220 M–1cm–1 for NADH. Each concentration was
reproduced in triplicate and parameters of Michaelis-Menten equation were fit to match the
data.

For the experiments comparing the activity with and without illumination, the substrate
concentrations were 1.5 mM and 200 mM of NAD+ and sodium formate, respectively. The
solution was equilibrated to 3±0.4◦C under constant stirring with an external thermostat
and the actual temperature of the sample was measured using a K201 digital thermometer
(voltcraft) with its probe submerged in the solution. The reaction was initiated by adding
the protein to a final concentration of 150 nM (WT, Tyr196AzAla, Tyr341AzAla), 2.5 µM
(Val121AzAla), or 4.5 µM (Tyr341AzAla+VG). For the latter mutants the concentration was
increased to improve the detectibility of the product formation, which was slow because of
the low activity. The data of 9 min of reaction, after a short mixing time, were analyzed. For
experiments under illumination, the sample was pumped with pulses of a Coherent Evolu-
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tion laser (526 nm, ~250 ns pulses at 1 kHz) with 3.2 W, the scattered light was blocked with
a shortpass filter with 500 nm cut-off (Edmund Optics, #84-693). Though this excitation is
in the lower flank of the broad AzAla absorption band, it was the best light source available
to reach high excitation powers.

For the analysis, the absorbance readings between 338 nm and 342 nm were averaged
and the average from 786 nm to 790 nm (above 770 nm the filter is transmissive) subtracted
to reduce noise caused by variations in the probe intensity over the complete spectrum
(Fig. 2.1a). Subsequently the data were corrected for upward outliers caused by the occa-
sional fogging of the cuvette. Data points off from a linear fit by more than three standard
deviations were cropped iteratively until the standard deviation of the residuals was below
1 mOD, on average 2% of the data were removed by this procedure (Fig. 2.1b). The activity
is then determined by the slope of the linear fit.

The absolute activities measured in these experiments on different days varied by about
10% even for nominally identical samples. Presumably because of unidentified differ-
ences in the sample conditions (e.g., additional freeze-thaw cycles). Because unilluminated
and illuminated activity of the same mutants are compared, the activity was normalized
to the unilluminated experiments of each day and experiments from multiple days com-
bined. The results presented are the average of 5 repetitions for FDH WT, 6 repetitions for
Val121AzAla and Tyr341AzAla+VG, and 3 repetitions for Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAl,
for each the unilluminated and illuminated case.
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Figure 2.1: Noise suppression by subtracting the 788 nm data from the 340 nm data, note the fluctuations at
early times due to addition of FDH WT and the mixing (a). Example of removing spikes caused by occasional
fogging of the cuvette (b). After three iterations of outlier removal (red and orange crosses) no major spikes
remain and the final data, in this case 92% of the original data, can be fit to extract the slope which represents
the steady-state reaction rate.
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Part II

Labels for Vibrational Energy Transfer





3 Introduction

In this part of the dissertation, the experimental characterization and assessment of six
potential VET sensors is presented. Most of the results presented here have been published
in the author’s publication Versatile Vibrational Energy Sensors for Proteins [136].

To investigate the VET dynamics of a protein and the connectivity between two sites,
one has to equip the system with a VET donor and a VET sensor. By measuring the peak
times and amplitudes of VET signals from VET sensors at various positions, one could ulti-
mately experimentally reproduce the communication maps mentioned in Sec. 1.3. The pair
of ncAAs that was originally published to enable such experiments in proteins was the com-
bination of AzAla as VET donor and Aha as VET sensor [29]. The successful site-directed
incorporation of the amino acids has two requirements: (i) a method for the incorporation
of the amino acid at arbitrary positions, and (ii) the incorporation may not harm the protein
fold and function. To map the connectivity in a whole protein, successful incorporation is
required at multiple sites.

Since the introduction of the VET pair, the incorporation of AzAla has been improved
by the development of an aaRS/tRNA pair that allows the convenient incorporation of the
ncAA using SCS [137], thus creating a way to position the VET donor at virtually any site
without conceptual restrictions. To fulfill the second criterion, a conservative incorporation
should be chosen. The Trp analog constitutes an aromatic residue, the lowest impact of the
mutation is therefore expected for the exchange of Trp, Tyr, or Phe residues.

Aha, on the other hand, can only be introduced into proteins by means of SPI [30]. With
this approach, all Met in a protein would be exchanged for Aha. In a VET experiment one
can not necessarily distinguish between VET signals of multiple Ahas within one protein,
a site-resolved observation of VET would not be feasible. This restricts the usage of the
Aha VET sensor to proteins that do not contain any Met. The similarity to Met makes Aha
substitutions less disturbing. However, a larger set of VET sensors that can be incorporated
more flexibly would allow to pick the one sensor that best fits each site in a protein. Only
with such a complete set of VET sensors can this technique become applicable to all proteins
and the specific requirements of the unique environment of each residue.

The most common IR labels are based on the asymmetric stretching vibration of an
azide (N3) moiety, or on the stretching mode of a nitrile (CN) or thiocyanate (SCN) moi-
ety [101, 102]. The absorption of these modes occurs within the transparent window (see
Sec. 1.4) allowing convenient IR spectroscopic investigations. They can be incorporated
into peptides and proteins because multiple ncAAs exist that carry, or can chemically be
equipped with, one of those moieties. Azido compounds have a favorably high extinction
coefficient in comparison to nitriles, which makes them attractive IR labels [103, 170]. In
2D-IR spectroscopy, this extinction coefficient is especially important, because the signal
amplitude depends on its square. At the same time its short vibrational lifetime of 1 ps lim-
its the timescales that can be covered with this label [39]. Additionally, the band shape of
the azido vibration is often distorted from Fermi resonances [171–173], leading to ambigu-
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ous interpretation of experimental results. The well-defined nitrile bands have a generally
longer lifetime (especially SCN) but a significantly lower extinction coefficient.

Different criteria need to be considered to find a good VET sensor. Fermi resonances
or otherwise contorted band shapes are of lesser concern for the analysis of VET dynam-
ics because of the integration of the signal. The amplitude of the VET signal is, however,
influenced by the band shape. The presence of multiple species can lead to asymmetric sig-
nals, with one contribution (reduced absorption or induced absorption) being more intense
than the other. The extinction coefficient influences the amplitude linearly. The coupling
strength between the probed mode and the LFMs determines the strength of the shift and
thereby the amplitude of the VET signal [24]. Furthermore, the band width of the probed
mode determines the signal amplitude. If the VET-induced shift is equally strong in two
probes, the amplitude of the VET signal will be larger for that probe with a more narrow
band. The vibrational lifetime of the probe does not directly influence the VET signal, as
its dynamic is governed by the lifetime of the coupling LFMs, but a longer lifetime may be
indicative of weaker coupling constants which also govern the vibrational decay of an ex-
cited mode [174]. Finally the sheer size of the probe may influence the dynamics as well as
the amplitude of the VET signal. The local LFMs and the density of states will be influenced
by the label, an effect that is thought to be less important in proteins but may play a role in
smaller peptide systems.

The PDZ protein domain is a recurring protein motif that is often featured in signal trans-
duction and binds C-termini of target proteins [175]. Because it participates in many cellular
processes, a fundamental understanding of its functionality is of high interest. How exactly
it propagates signals is still a matter of discussion. Interestingly, the structure of this do-
main is almost unaltered by ligand binding [176], ruling out allostery in the classical sense,
i.e., binding of an effector leads to a structural change at a distant protein site and thereby
alters chemical properties and ligand interactions at that site. Many recently reviewed stud-
ies highlight the role of protein dynamics for allosteric behavior [177, 178]. These include
the PDZ domain and the influence of its distal α3 helix on ligand binding [179], employing
a broader understanding of allostery as any change (as opposed to only effector binding)
that leads to a distal change of protein properties. Furthermore, evolutionary analysis of
PDZ [180] indicate a conserved pathway of energetic connectivity within PDZ, that was
later similarly identified by thermal diffusion simulations [9]. While the investigation of al-
lostery and energy flow in PDZ in itself is therefore interesting, it is in this thesis employed
as a stable protein scaffold to characterize the VET sensors in a full-scale protein system.

Because of the complex interplay of different effects on the VET signal and the involve-
ment of the difficult-to-calculate coupling constants, an experimental characterization of
vibrational probes is inevitable for a profound decision for one VET sensor. In this part of
the dissertation, and the corresponding publication [136], this characterization is realized
for the following IR labels and potential VET sensors:

Azidoalanine (N3Ala) is the smallest available azido ncAA, the azide moiety is linked
to the backbone by a single CH2 group. So far N3Ala can not be incorporated into ex-
pressed proteins, but only into peptides with SPPS. For that reason it was rarely used in IR
spectroscopy [181]. Furthermore, a recent study confirmed that the asymmetric FTIR band
shape of this ncAA is caused by a Fermi resonance that can be reduced by isotopic labeling
of only the central N atom [172].
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Aha has one more CH2 group in the aliphatic linker than N3Ala. This amino acid can be
incorporated into proteins using SPI [30]. While still restricting the flexible use to Met-free
proteins this allowed the study of, e.g., protein folding and ligand binding [39, 182]. This
ncAA was the VET sensor originally proposed for VET in proteins [29] and has since been
used for this purpose in different peptides and proteins [68, 137, 161, 183].

N3Phe presents a chance to incorporate an azide moiety with aromatic character be-
cause of the phenyl ring within the linker. This ring gives rise to pronounced Fermi res-
onances [171]. Isotopic labeling of only the central N atom can not sufficiently uncouple the
azide mode from the phenyl modes to generate a single band [173], which was the case for
phenylazide and 3-azidopyridine [184, 185]. Anharmonic frequency calculations, however,
suggest that moving the azide moiety from the para to the meta position may eliminate the
Fermi resonance [171]. This ncAA can freely be incorporated into proteins using SCS with
an amber codon and an aaRS/tRNA pair that was originally designed for CNPhe [153].

CNPhe is the nitrile analog to N3Phe. It can equally be incorporated into proteins by
amber SCS [152]. It is commonly used as 2D-IR label because of the 4 ps lifetime, which can
be prolonged by isotopic labeling [186, 187]. The longer lifetime and the simple band shape
comes at the cost of the lower extinction coefficient inherent to nitriles.

CNTrp is a Trp analog with a nitrile moiety. In comparison to CNPhe it features a shorter
vibrational lifetime of 1.2–1.7 ps [188] and is somewhat larger because of the indole ring.
CNTrp and its isomers have been proposed as fluorescence labels for biological samples,
because the additional nitrile group leads to a redshift of its excitation wavelength from
that of native Trp [189–191]. Together with their IR properties they may adopt a double role
for complementary spectroscopic investigations [188, 192] and we want to investigate if it
may also be a valid VET sensor. Until now no SPI or SCS incorporation into recombinant
proteins was published, but requested [193]. However, based on preliminary findings, SCS
of 5-cyano-tryptophan is possible and first attempts of CNTrp SCS showed a low incorpora-
tion yield which may further be increased [194]. Furthermore, CNTrp has recently become
broadly available due to the development of a bioenzymatic synthesis technique [147].

SCN is another common IR label for proteins. This label is incorporated by post-trans-
lational modification of cystein residues [119]. The incorporation of this label is similarly
restricted as that of Aha, due to the requirement of only a single exposed Cys residue.
The extraordinarily long lifetime of this label of tens of picoseconds in a protein allows the
extended observation of protein dynamics [195]. The extinction coefficient of the SCN in a
protein is typically in the range of 30–60 M–1cm–1 [195, 196].

For the characterization of the VET sensors dipeptides of the VET donor AzAla and ei-
ther N3Ala, Aha, N3Phe, CNPhe or CNTrp were used (Fig. 3.1a).1 With these minimal sys-
tems the general suitability of the different sensors was investigated in three solvents (H2O,
DMSO, THF) to account for variable protein environments. In such a system, the individ-
ual traits of each sensor will have a strong influence on the resulting measurements. For
the prospect of using these sensors in a protein environment, however, these fundamental
effects may be less influential. In order to assess the sensors under circumstances equal to
the future application a PDZ domain was equipped with either Aha, N3Phe, or CNPhe at

1 Cyanylation of an AzAla-Cys dipeptide was not attempted, because previously a very small compound,
acetyl-cysteine, could not be cyanylated, supposedly due to the formation of disulfide bridges between the
acetyl-cysteines [197].
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Figure 3.1: a) Chemical structures of the dipeptide scaffold and the different vibrational probes. Each dipeptide
consists of the AzAla moiety (highlighted in blue) for VIS excitation and one of the ncAAs for IR probing
(probed atom groups are highlighted in orange). b) Schematic of the PDZ structure (gray) with the ligand
(yellow) containing AzAla (blue). The indicated residues (purple) have each individually been replaced by
Aha, N3Phe and CNPhe, Ile327 was additionally replaced with SCN labeled cysteine (structure based on
RCSB protein data bank (pdb): 1BE9[176]). Adapted from [136], licensed under CC BY.

either Ile327 or Phe325, or SCN at the site of Ile327. In these more complex systems, the
AzAla VET donor was introduced as the C-terminus of a peptide ligand (Fig. 3.1b).
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 FTIR

4.1.1 Dipeptides

The IR extinction coefficients of the IR labels in the dipeptides are shown in Fig. 4.1, see
Tab. A.2 for a complete list of FTIR parameters. The maxima of the azide moieties are
situated near 2113 cm–1 and those of the nitrile moieties around 2224 cm–1. The determined
extinction coefficients of the azide sensors is lower by about ~40% in THF and up to 30%
lower for the nitrile sensors in THF. A hypsochromic shift of up to 13 cm–1 is observed in
H2O as compared to the aprotic solvents DMSO and THF, in which the central frequency
is very similar (within 2 cm–1). This shift is accompanied by an increase of the band width
(except for N3Ala) by up to 80% for CNPhe.
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Figure 4.1: Extinction coefficients of the IR band of the dipeptides containing N3Ala, Aha, N3Phe, CNPhe, or
CNTrp (indicated by the structures) in different solvents. The spectral range covered in all panels is identical,
to better visualize the difference in band width of the different IR probes, the insets show the narrow nitrile
band shape in detail. Small numbers in the FTIR spectra of AzAla-N3Phe indicate the presence of multiple
subbands. Adapted from [136], licensed under CC BY.

For organic azides, it was shown that the wavenumber shift is especially sensitive to the
H-bonding and insensitive to the electric fields in the surrounding. Even compared to other
protic solvents the shift is most pronounced in H2O due to the high H-bond density in this
solvent [198]. Thus explaining the blueshift of the labels in H2O as compared to the aprotic
solvents, whose different polarities and permittivities only weakly influence the central
wavenumber. Both properties, H-bonding and the electric field, have a strong influence on
the the nitrile stretching frequency. Therefore, knowledge about the H-bonding status of a
nitrile group is required to quantify the electric field it experiences [199]. For CNTrp and
CNPhe we observe an incresing redshift from H2O to THF to DMSO (CNPhe: 2235 cm–1,
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2228.4 cm–1, 2226.7 cm–1; CNTrp: 2219.3 cm–1, 2216.4 cm–1, 2214.4 cm–1). This behavior has
been reported in several previous studies [188, 199, 200].

The band shape of the nitrile absorption are single, symmetric peaks. The bands of the
azide labels consist of up to three subbands. The subbands are best visible for N3Phe in
THF and H2O, for which they are labeled in Fig. 4.1c). These additional bands occur be-
cause of Fermi resonances between combination bands (involving also the symmetric N3
stretch vibration) and the phenyl ring modes [171]. In the N3Ala and Aha dipeptides no
clear subbands occur (not even in the second derivative, Fig.A.5a and b), only slight asym-
metries of the absorption bands are visible. Using 2D-IR spectroscopy it was shown that
this asymmetry in the band of N3Ala is also caused by a Fermi resonance [172].

From these spectra alone, it appears that the azide sensors are better suited as VET sen-
sors. They generally feature peak extinction coefficients larger by a factor of ~4 and inte-
grated extinction coefficients larger by a factor of 5–16 than those of the nitriles. Further-
more an incorporation in a hydrophobic core of a protein appears to be advantageous in
order to maximize the extinction coefficient. The Fermi resonances do not generally pose
a problem for the analysis of the VET dynamics, because the analysis is based on inte-
grated signals. The prediction and comparison of signal amplitudes, however, the Fermi
resonances will complicate the prediction and direct comparison of signal amplitudes.

4.1.2 Proteins
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Figure 4.2: Extinction coefficients of PDZ with Aha (gray), N3Phe (purple), and CNPhe (red), as indicated
by the structures in the top panels, inserted at positions Ile327 (top) and Phe325 (bottom). Each panel shows
the extinction coefficient without the ligand (dim colors) and with the ligand (intense colors). Small numbers
in the spectra of Aha and N3Phe containing mutants indicate the presence of multiple subbands. The structure
in each panel indicates the VET sensor of the data in the respective panel. Adapted from [136], licensed under
CC BY.

The insertion of Aha into the PDZ scaffold leads to a two-peak structure of the absorption
band, which was not observed in the dipeptides. In the spectrum of PDZ Ile327Aha with-
out ligand the two-peak structure is not clearly visible. Ligand binding leads to a relative
reduction of the high-wavenumber component making the two peaks more recognizable
(inset in Fig. 4.2a). However, the second derivative of the spectrum reveals the presence of
both components already before the addition of the ligand (Fig. A.6a). The two-peak struc-
ture in the Phe325Aha mutant without ligand is also visible mainly in the second derivative
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of the spectrum (Fig. A.6b), whereas the addition of the ligand leads to the formation of a
clear shoulder resulting of a -2 cm–1 shift of the less intense low-frequency component. This
strong component may report on the apolar, hydrophobic core in which the side chain is
embedded. In comparison to the similarly intense spectrum of the AzAla-Aha dipeptide
the main feature is much more narrow (27.8 cm–1 and 9.9 cm–1, respectively; see Tab A.3 for
a complete list of FTIR parameters). This extreme band shape exemplifies how the presence
of Fermi resonances can distort band shapes and lead to signals that can not be predicted
from the spectrum of the IR label alone but only occur in the defined environment of a
certain protein site.

The N3Phe label has a band shape different to those observed in the AzAla-N3Phe dipep-
tide. In literature, the central absorption feature was assigned to the asymmetric N3 stretch-
ing vibration [171], matching the spectra of the dipeptide, in which the central feature is
most intense in H2O and THF. In DMSO only two features can be discerned in the second
derivative, from which the high-wavenumber feature (2116.5 cm–1) is dominant (Fig. A.5c).
Interestingly, the spectrum of N3Phe at both labeling sites in PDZ shows a two-peak struc-
ture in which the low-wavenumber contribution is dominant. In Ile327N3Phe the binding
of the ligand leads to an increase of the low-wavenumber and a broadening of the high-
wavenumber component. The increased size of N3Phe compared to the native Ile residue
may have lead to the azide moiety pointing into the binding pocket instead of the protein
core. Ligand binding could then reduce the access to the solvent leading to a less polar and
more aprotic environment.

In Phe325N3Phe the ligand binding does not induce a change in the band shape. Pro-
tein crystals with the mutations Phe325N3Phe and Phe325CNPhe in the absence of the lig-
and have been experimentally resolved (see Chap. i). From these data it is clear, that both
ncAAs occupy a single conformation and are buried within the protein. We therefore con-
clude that the band shape of Phe325N3Phe is indeed a result of Fermi resonance and not
conformational inhomogeneity. Accordingly, it is likely that the very similar band shape of
Ile327N3Phe is also caused by the Fermi resonance. An additional structure of this mutant
is required to certainly explain the increased sensitivity to ligand binding.

The single-band CNPhe band at both protein sites is only slightly affected by the ligand
binding, only a redshift of 1 cm–1 occurs. The band shape of Ile327CNPhe mostly resem-
bles that of the AzAla-CNPhe dipeptide in H2O. Contradictory to Ile327N3Phe, the ligand
binding leads to a slight blueshift of the band, in principle indicating a more polar or pro-
tic environment. However, the shift is not expressive enough for certain interpretation,
furthermore, the same shift occurs for Phe325CNPhe whose position was less sensitive to
ligand binding with the other ncAAs and which is clearly buried within the protein judged
by the crystal structure.
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Ile327 was also substituted with SCN. The extinction coefficient of this mutant is 33–
36 M–1cm–1. The FWHM of the absorption is reduced from 12.6 cm–1 to 7.9 cm–1 upon
ligand binding (Fig. 4.3a). These parameters are similar to the ranges observed in PYP
mutants [196].

4.2 VET Signals

4.2.1 Dipeptides

The dipeptides show intense, time-dependent VET signals (Fig. A.7–A.8). The spectral po-
sition of the signals and also their band shapes reflect those featured by the FTIR spectra.
In Fig. 4.4 the signal amplitudes at the maximum signal have been scaled to the peptide
concentration. For each dipeptide, the amplitude is lowest in H2O and the signal in DMSO
and THF is larger by a factor of 2–4.
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Figure 4.4: Difference spectra of the VET experiments at the time of maximum signal intensity of the dipep-
tides containing N3Ala, Aha, N3Phe, CNPhe, and CNTrp (same order as in Fig. 4.1) in different solvents.
The signal intensity is scaled to the peptide concentration of each experiment, so that signal amplitudes can be
compared. Colored bars indicate 1 mOD difference signal in the VET experiments. The spectral range covered
in all panels is identical, to better visualize the difference in band width of the different VET sensors, the insets
show the narrow nitrile band shape in detail. Small numbers in the VET spectra of AzAla-N3Phe indicate the
presence of multiple subbands. Adapted from [136], licensed under CC BY.

Despite the lower extinction coefficient of the nitrile probes, their VET signal is only
somewhat smaller. The peak-to-peak amplitude of CNPhe is on average over the three
solvents 36%, 18%, and 13% lower than that of N3Ala, Aha, and N3Phe, respectively. The
signal of CNTrp is 50% lower than that of CNPhe.
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In N3Phe the multi-band structure of the absorption band influences the signal ampli-
tude. The shift of the band leads to the overlap of induced absorption from one subband
with the reduced absorption of the other. Besides broadening of the induced absorption, the
local cancellation effects can lead to highly asymmetric reduced and induced absorption.

From the traces of the dipeptides (Fig. A.9a–e) the peak times can be determined (Fig. 4.5
top). In the different solvents, the peak times shift comparable to the amplitudes of the
signals. The signals climax earliest in H2O, between 2.4 ps and 3.6 ps. Relative to H2O,
the peak time shifts by 59–95% (76% on average) and 74–98% (85% on average) in DMSO
and THF, respectively. The influence of the solvents on the peak time and the maximum
signal amplitude, likely arises through the different couplings between the solvents and the
peptides.
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Figure 4.5: Bar plot of the VET peak times of the dipeptides in H2O, DMSO, and THF (top). The VET sensor
of the respective group of three bars is indicated at the left. Bar plot of the VET peak times of the PDZ variants
with Aha, N3Phe, and CNPhe at the sites indicated at the left (bottom). Taken from [136], licensed under
CC BY.

The direct influence of the side chain on the peak time is best judged by comparing the
peak times of different dipeptides in the same solvents. By increasing the size of the linker
between the peptide backbone and the reporter group, we can observe an increase of the
peak time. The additional methyl group in Aha increases the peak time by 12% compared
to N3Ala, the addition of the phenyl ring in N3Phe increases the peak time by 35%. The
exchange of the phenyl ring against the larger indole ring in CNTrp also increases the peak
time by 16%. Generally one could expect the increased density of states to increase the
amount of pathways along the LFMs that lead to a VET signal, but apparently this effect is
out competed by the increase in distance that needs to be covered.

The experiments on N3Phe and CNPhe allow for a direct comparison of the reporter
groups and the coupling to the LFMs within the phenyl ring. The peak time decreases
by 20% when the azide is exchanged for a nitrile. This contradicts the expectation that
one could have from the vibrational lifetimes of these IR labels. The lifetime of 0.8 ps for
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N3Phe [201] is significantly lower than that for CNPhe of 4 ps [186]. From the long lifetime
one could have expected a higher peak time, because the coupling between the reporter
mode and the LFMs appears to be weak. This however, assumes that the same LFMs are
responsible for the vibrational relaxation and the occurrence of the VET signal, which is not
necessarily the case. Though the system will on the long run equilibrate to a population
of LFMs determined by the Boltzmann distribution, the intermediate steps lead to non-
Boltzmann populations. Therefore a very different population distribution of LFMs gives
rise to the VET dynamics of a mode than to the characteristic decay dynamics of that mode.

Though the extinction coefficients of the nitrile sensors is considerably lower than of the
azido sensors, the signal amplitudes are only slightly lower. The amplitude of the difference
signal depends linearly on the band width of the sensor band and its shift. In order to
compare the different probes, the relative shift ∆ν̃rel , the quotient of the shift and FWHM,
is introduced. The signal amplitude is proportional to ∆ν̃rel for small ∆ν̃rel , 10% deviation
from linearity is reached at ∆ν̃rel ≈ 0.5 for Gaussians and at ∆ν̃rel ≈ 0.4 for Lorentzians.
For larger shifts it approaches the total amplitude of the peak, the total separation of both
contributions (Fig. 4.6).
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To determine the shifts that occur during the VET experiments, the amplitude of the
shifted peak must be fixed because of the dependency between the signal amplitude and
the shift. The same signal amplitude can be generated either by increasing the shift or the
amplitude of the base absorption. To this end the amplitude was determined relative to
the FTIR signal of the samples using the formulas given in [149] (see Sec. 2.4.4 for further
details).

Note that this analysis ignores stimulated emission, the probe beam polarization, and
attenuation. Because of the lack of stimulated emission, the delta pump pulse (whose
compression in time further increases the calculated excited fraction) could even lead to
population inversion. With the conditions of the dipeptide experiments there is no polar-
ization orientation that is excited over the theoretical limit of 50%. The relative polarization
between pump and probe beam is irrelevant for the magic angle geometry in the exper-
iments. Furthermore, the intensity dependent polarization dependence of the absorption
can lead to a narrowing of the intensity profile of the probe beam. This effect, dominated by
the solvent absorption, would change the probe beam weight distribution along the sample
depth. Finally, the beams are assumed to be perfectly parallel and perfectly aligned to each
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other, though the pump beam hits the sample at a low angle. Therefore the calculated sig-
nal size (relative to the FTIR amplitude) can only be an upper limit and the corresponding
shifts a lower limit. Because the deviations of the idealized calculations are the same for all
dipeptides the comparison of the resulting values is justified.

Based on these calculations the amplitude was fixed to 12% of the FTIR signal, the upper
limit of the excitation. This signal with fixed amplitude was then shifted against itself to
reproduce the VET signal at each delay. This method results in systematic deviations from
the experimental data, too weak reduced absorption and too strong induced absorption.
This is overcome by fitting a Voigt peak to the FTIR spectrum, keeping the parameters
of the reduced absorption constant (in accordance to the FTIR spectrum), and allowing
the Voigt function of the induced absorption to change its band shape but keeping its area
equal to that of the reduced absorption. The additional parameters of the Voigt function can
account for band shape changes that originate from the anharmonic couplings [24]. The fit
from the Voigt functions does better recreate the VET signal shape, but both methods nicely
reproduce the dynamics of the VET trace and result in nearly identical shifts A.10. The
resulting shifts at the peak of the VET signal are indicated in Tab. 4.1.

∆ν̃rel is small for all labels in H2O, 2.5% for Aha and≈3.5% for the other sensors (Tab. 4.1).
In DMSO ∆ν̃rel of N3Ala, Aha, and CNTrp is very similar (8–9%), but for CNPhe it is 13%. In
THF the relative shift of CNPhe similarly exceeds that of the other labels. The relative shift
therefore explains the slightly lower signal of CNTrp in comparison to CNPhe, it further-
more explains how the signal amplitude of CNPhe can become similar to the amplitudes of
the azide sensors even with its lower extinction coefficient.

Table 4.1: VET-induced blueshifts (in cm–1) of the dipeptides, as determined by the shifted Voigt peak (first
value) and the shifted FTIR (second value). The values in brackets are the corresponding values of ∆ν̃rel (in
%). The signal of N3Phe was not fit, because of the more complex band shape.

H2O DMSO THF
N3Ala 1.03 / 0.99

(3.6 / 3.5)
2.34 / 2.23
(9.8 / 9.3)

1.76 / 1.68
(7.2 / 6.8)

Aha 0.78 / 0.77
(2.5 / 2.4)

2.17 / 2.15
(7.9 / 7.8)

1.52 / 1.46
(5.5 / 5.3)

CNPhe 0.36 / 0.35
(3.5 / 3.5)

0.94 / 0.93
(12.9 / 12.8)

0.70 / 0.70
(12.5 / 12.5)

CNTrp 0.43 / 0.49
(3.5 / 4.0)

0.73 / 0.73
(8.5 / 8.5)

0.67 / 0.66
(8.4 / 8.3)

4.2.2 Proteins

The VET signals measured in PDZ are considerably smaller because of the increased dis-
tance between VET donor and VET sensor A.11, their shapes (Fig. 4.7) match the observa-
tions from the FTIR spectra (Fig. A.12). F325Aha, I327N3Phe, and F325N3Phe clearly show
the presence of two subbands and even the very weak double structure in I327Aha can be
recognized.

The amplitude of the azide sensors varies strongly because of the variable band shape.
The narrow and intense features in I327N3Phe and F325Aha lead to a signal enhancement
of these variants. The extraordinary band shapes of these variants lead to an enhancement
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of their VET signals, both with a relative peak-to-peak amplitude of 21.6. The signals of
I327Aha and F325N3Phe appear to be more representative with relative peak-to-peak am-
plitudes of 9.2 and 6.7, respectively. Similar to the dipeptides, the signal amplitudes of
the CNPhe mutants are in a similar range to the azide signals, with relative peak-to-peak
amplitudes of 6.6 and 7.1 at Ile327 and Phe325, respectively.

In I327N3Phe the side feature is blueshifted, nevertheless, its induced absorption has only
minor influence on the reduced absorption of the main feature, preserving its symmetry. In
F325Aha the side feature is redshifted. In this mutant the two-peak structure leads to a
highly asymmetric VET signal with two peaks visible in the induced absorption and only
a single, very intense peak of the reduced absorption (3.6 times stronger than the induced
absorption).

From the peak times of the dipeptides one would expect the peak of Aha and CNPhe to
occur on the same time and that of N3Phe 1 ps later. But instead we observe an increase of
the peak time from CNPhe to N3Phe and another increase to Aha (Fig. 4.5 bottom, Fig. A.9f
and g) at both protein sites. This difference in the order, as compared to that of the dipep-
tides, emphasizes the importance of a thorough characterization of the potential sensors.
In the dipeptides VET has to occur quasi-linearly, this is not the case within the complex
structure of a protein. In the protein a combination of numerous VET pathways, that con-
tain covalent bonds as well as non-covalent contacts, connecting the VET donor and VET
sensor are conceivable. These contribute in parallel to a greater or lesser extent to the total
observed VET [13, 63, 65]. The multitude of pathways reduces the impact of each single
step, so that the experiments in the protein offer a comparison more specific to the VET
sensors than the dipeptides.

The peak time between Ile327 and Phe325 mutants increases by 1.1 ps, 1.6 ps, and 1.1 ps
for Aha, N3Phe, and CNPhe, respectively. This systematic increase reflects the longer dis-
tance between the VET donor AzAla in the peptide ligand and the VET sensors within the
protein, a correlation that has been observed in related experiments and simulations [63,
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202, 203]. At both sites, the peak times of all sensors lie within a window of 1.3 ps. If one
uses different sensors within one system, this uncertainty needs to be considered. The in-
fluence of structural differences (e.g., orientation of the azide group on N3Phe) which may
open up additional pathways for the VET can not be examined from this small set of mu-
tants. Effects like these may be the reason for the 0.5 ps larger increase between the two
N3Phe mutants as compared to the other ncAAs. Knowledge of additional structures, i.e.,
structures of the different mutants ideally in complex with the ligand, further experiments
with VET sensors at other positions within the protein, and the combination with simula-
tions are required for a complete dissection of the different contributions.

An additional VET experiment was conducted on PDZ Ile327SCN. The experiment and
the data processing was done identical to the other mutants, but a VET signature could not
be reliably identified in the data (Fig. 4.3b). It is safe to assume the same amount of energy
is transferred from AzAla to the sensors. If this energy induced the same shift in SCN as
in Ile327CNPhe, the expected peak-to-peak amplitude in this experiment was 18 µOD. A
signal of that size should have been visible under the given experimental conditions (the
mean of the absolute values is 2 µOD). If the observed band shape between 4 ps and 8 ps
includes a genuine VET signal, the observed shift of SCN is ~3.5 times lower than that
of CNPhe at the same position (Fig. 4.3c). It was observed that the vibrational lifetime of
various vibrational labels could be extended, by inserting a heavy atom (e.g., S, Se, Si, Sn) as
linker [204–207]. This is attributed to an insulation effect of the heavy atom, that uncouples
the probe mode from the vibrational modes of the scaffold. The sulfur that increases the
lifetime of the SCN label insulates it from VET along the backbone and prevents a strong
VET signal. The SCN label is therefore regarded as bad VET sensor. It can not generate a
reliable VET signal under circumstances at which the other three sensors generated signals
in the order of tens of µOD.
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5 Conclusion

Experimental investigation of VET in proteins is possible using TRIR spectroscopy with
ncAAs, that allow spatially resolved experiments. The originally proposed VET sensor,
Aha, could only be incorporated into Met-free proteins and may not be a suitable sensor
to replace some other amino acids (e.g., aromatic amino acids). To facilitate the experimen-
tal characterization of VET in every protein and at every site, it was therefore essential to
extend the collection of well characterized and readily available VET sensors.

The ncAAs that have been presented now offer a wider variety of incorporation meth-
ods (SPPS: all; SPI: Aha; SCS: N3Phe, CNPhe). This vastly increases the number of target
proteins. Additionally they include larger ncAAs with aromatic side chains, which can be
more appropriate exchange partners for certain residues, reducing the impact of the VET
sensor incorporation into a protein scaffold.

The presented data demonstrate that not only azides can be used as VET sensors, but
also nitriles with their lower extinction coefficient lead to reasonably large signals. This is
because the lower extinction coefficient is accompanied by a narrow band whose relative
shift is larger than that of the azide. Signal shapes and amplitudes are also more predictable
for the nitrile probes, because of Fermi resonances in the organic azides. Under certain
conditions these give rise to intense, narrow bands that can favor the VET signal amplitude.
At the same time, the occurrence of multiple subbands results in asymmetric VET signals,
because of cancellation effects between the different contributions.

These results indicate that a variety of VET sensors can be used to investigate VET in the
diverse protein environments. When combining different labels in one investigation, it is
important to consider the specific peak time differences that lie within 1.3 ps, approximately
the time it takes the energy to travel from residue i to residue i + 2 in a protein, for the
investigated sensors.

The comprehensive characterization of five labels in dipeptides in different solvents and
three of these labels in a protein-ligand system allows to assess the influence of various
effects on VET experiments. They can be the basis for the optimal design of future VET
experiments in more diverse protein systems. With these more versatile VET sensors it will
be feasible to follow VET through the complete structure of minimally perturbed proteins.
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Part III

Vibrational Energy Transfer and
Low-Frequency Modes in Enzymes





6 Introduction

In Sec. 1.3 it was outlined how LFMs facilitate VET through large protein structures. Though
thermally accessible, these modes tend to be overdamped in solvated samples due to their
frequencies [208], and only recent studies could identify certain underdamped LFMs in
different proteins [209–211]. Nevertheless, their potential role for enzymatic reactions has
been discussed for several years [212], but direct experimental evidence to prove such a
hypothesis is still lacking.

The dual role of LFMs, as vibrational energy conductors and engine for enzymatic reac-
tions [22], opens up a great chance to elucidate this proposal. The experiments described
in this part of this thesis have been designed for this purpose. Two underlying models and
the systems that were investigated are introduced within this chapter.

6.1 Interplay of LFMs and Enzymatic Reactions

The function of an enzyme is to catalyze a chemical reaction, by accelerating the crossing
of an energy barrier that separates reactants from products of the reaction. But the exact
mechanism by how this occurs remains a matter of active research [213]. It has been pro-
posed that the enzyme does not only generate a setting in which the reactants can readily
cross to the product side but they may actively be involved in the reaction by dynamical
modulation of this reaction environment. Two models that describe this dynamic enzy-
matic catalysis are presented in the following sections, along the lines of a recent review by
C. M. Cheatum [214].

6.1.1 Activated Tunneling Model

Enzymatic hydrogen transfer reactions strongly depend on the tunneling rate of the hydro-
gen nucleus to the H-acceptor. But even semiclassical models with tunneling corrections
were not sufficient to explain some experimental phenomena, leading to the development
of new tunneling models [21]. In the framework of the activated tunneling model (ATM;
various names are used throughout the literature), the overall reaction rate can be written
as [214, 215]

k(T) = C(T)
|V|2

h̄

√
π

λkBT
e−

(∆G◦+λ)2

4λkBT

∫ ∞

0
F (m, DAD) e−

E(DAD)
kBT dDAD (6.1)

where C(T) accounts for the fraction of reactive enzymatic complexes, V is the coupling
between the reactant and product state, λ is the reorganization energy in the heavy atom
coordinate, ∆G◦ is the driving force of the reaction, and F (m, DAD) is the tunneling prob-
ability for a particle of mass m at the donor-acceptor distance DAD. The first term (before
the integral) describes the rate of reaching the tunneling ready state (TRS) within the heavy
atom coordinate, including the motions of all atoms except the hydrogen. This first term
dominates the temperature dependency of k(T) but is identical for the transfer of different
isotopes. At the TRS the zero-point energies of the hydrogen bound to the reactant or the
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distribution over all DADs (colored areas) gives the thermally averaged tunneling probability. This probability
is different for each hydrogen isotope, which results in a measurable KIE. Adapted with permission of Annual
Reviews, Inc., from [214]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

product potential are degenerate (small double-well potentials in Fig. 6.1) and tunneling be-
tween both wells is possible. The kinetics at the hypersurface of the TRS are represented by
the integral. At the TRS the DAD distribution is determined by the Boltzmann factor (final
term) according to the potential energy along the DAD coordinate (Fig. 6.1 left), this sam-
pling of the DAD distances is sometimes referred to as gating [216]. The integration yields
the averaged tunneling probability (colored areas in Fig. 6.1 right) for a certain hydrogen
isotope and temperature.

According to the ATM the kinetic isotope effect (KIE) can be used to probe DAD distribu-
tions. It monitors the change of a reaction rate for different isotopes. Because the first part
of Eq. 6.1 is independent of the tunneling isotope, the KIE purely represents the integral
over the DAD distribution. A narrow DAD distribution centered at low DADs will have no
or a very low KIE (identical integrals for the different isotopes, the deep tunneling regime)
that is essentially temperature-dependent. If the DAD distribution is broader and spans
the DAD range in which the tunneling probabilities of the isotopes vary (this situation is
shown in Fig. 6.1), the KIE will be larger and temperature dependent because of the tem-
perature sensitivity of the DAD distribution. A large and temperature-dependent KIE can
therefore be indicative of an enzymatic process, that is highly sensitive to the current DAD
distribution at the TRS. The thermal sampling of this DAD distribution is facilitated by the
thermally accessible motions which link it to the enzyme LFMs.

Reasonably it is assumed that enzymes have evolved to optimize the catalyzed reaction.
This includes the development of presumably narrow DAD distributions centered at small
DADs. For that reason, the KIE of many WT proteins is temperature independent under na-
tive conditions and changes to temperature-dependent behavior when exposed to different
types of perturbations [21]. Often mutations have been introduced into proteins to eluci-
date the role of dynamics in the enzymatic process. These mutations give (non additive)
rise to temperature-dependent KIEs [217–219], presumably shifting the DAD distribution
to longer DADs. Though these studies cannot directly show which LFMs are involved in
the catalysis in the native protein, they may help assessing whether LFMs can principally
be important for catalysis. If so, this could help to understand the development from their
ancestors to the highly efficient enzymes that we encounter today and shape the future of
how we design and affect enzymes [220–222].
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6.1.2 Rate-Promoting Vibrations

Another approach to include protein dynamics in enzymatic processes are rate-promoting
vibrations (RPV), a concept developed in the lab of S. D. Schwartz [20, 223].

This model implies a direct coupling between a certain, well defined protein mode and
the reaction coordinate. These modes could be identified by in silico transition-path sam-
pling methods [224]. Such methods allow the identification of rarely-occurring events (such
as the barrier crossing in an enzymatic reaction) and focus the computational effort on tra-
jectories including these events. In this way they can be used to thoroughly characterize
the trajectories that lead to the transition and from them the dynamic nature of the transi-
tion itself, a futile endeavor if totally randomized trajectories were sampled. An important
difference to the ATM is that the high-dimensional reaction coordinate determined in this
fashion cannot be reflected by the Marcus-like ATM [225].

These trajectories can be used to define a hypersurface, from which the probabilities of
reaching the reactant state or the product state are equal (50%), the separatrix, that repre-
sents all possible transition states [226]. From these trajectories all motions that are required
for the reaction to occur can be identified and by definition the reaction coordinate is orthog-
onal to this surface. In lactate dehydrogenase it was additionally shown, that the disruption
of a certain protein motion, which was present in all relevant trajectories, would stop the
transition towards the product state even in the previously successful trajectories [227].
This result emphasizes that these protein motions not only accompany the reaction but are
an essential part of the enzymatic catalysis [213]. In contrast to the classical picture of en-
zyme catalysis, in which the reaction barrier is reduced (the transition state stabilized or the
ground state destabilized), the RPVs lower and simultaneously narrow the reaction barrier
which exponentially accelerates tunneling and classical proton transfer [223, 228].

6.2 Experimental Concept

Using VET, we can investigate the energetic connectivity between distant protein sites. The
idea of identifying allosteric sites that are connected to the active part of the protein by
preferred VET channels can be applied to all proteins. Though the connections may be
identified with VET, it is not necessarily the mechanism by which information is transferred
during protein operation. In enzymes on the other hand, the excitation of certain modes
may actively affect the catalysis.

For human lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) the connection between RPVs and the cat-
alytic reaction has been shown exceptionally nicely in silico. This enzyme features a sub-
picosecond compressive RPM that is essential for the reaction, i.e., part of the reaction co-
ordinate [229]. Then it was shown that the residues that participate in the RPV constitute
a preferred channel for vibrational energy [22], which should be verifiable in VET experi-
ments. Based on the RPV, a non-competitive inhibitor that uncouples the reaction from the
protein motion was identified [230]. For homologous porcine LDH the actual inhibition
was subsequently proved for two inhibitors very similar to that one originally proposed in
vitro [231].

Previous experiments have shown that AzAla can be used to inject vibrational energy
into the protein site-specifically. It should be possible to use this property of AzAla to specif-
ically excite an RPV and thereby increase the catalytical function of an enzyme. By varying
the position of AzAla, the amount of energy reaching the RPV is expected to change, the
positioning could then be used to tune the strength of the reaction enhancement. The en-
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ergy reaching a VET sensor in the acitve site is expected to vary accordingly. VET experi-
ments could then be used to identify RPVs and simultaneously allow for a new method to
remotely, specifically, and reversibly steer the activity of enzymes by illumination.

6.3 Enzyme Dynamics in Cyclophilin A

Cyclophilin A (CypA) has been discovered in 1984 as a cyclosporin A-binding protein [232]
and simultaneously a peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase (PPIase) was found in porcine
kidney tissue [163]. These two were identified as the same protein five years later, si-
multaneously by two independent groups [233, 234]. Since this discovery many studies
have aimed at uncovering the details of the function of cyclophilins and PPIases, many
of which have repeatedly been collected in numerous review papers focusing on various
aspects [235–238].

The isomerization of proline peptide bonds is an important step in protein folding. In
equilibrium, the trans-isomer of proline is favored, though the uncatalyzed conversion from
the cis-isomer (7.1 a) is very slow [239]. CypA and other PPIases support the folding and
refolding of proteins [240], most notably, human cyclophilins are crucial for the maturation
and infectivity of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and are linked to numerous other
human diseases [237]. Additional roles of PPIases have been assigned to gene transcription
and cell signaling [238, 241].

The enzymatic catalysis increases the rate constant of the otherwise slow cis-trans iso-
merization by six orders of magnitude [242]. Most recent studies assume that conversion
of the substrate occurs via a rotation of the N-terminal peptide chain while the C-terminus
remains stationary, though the direction of the rotation is a matter of debate [243–245].

Various studies investigated the involvement of protein dynamics and the prospect of
dynamic allostery in the CypA catalysis, characterizing important protein dynamics on
timescales ranging from nanoseconds to milliseconds [246–251]. These theoretical, evolu-
tionary, crystallographic, and NMR relaxation studies commonly identify sets of conserved,
strongly-coupled amino acids that connect distal parts of the protein to the active site. These
networks of coupled amino acids confer equilibrium structural transitions and changes in
dynamics, induced by distant mutations.

More specifically, it was shown that two catalytically important active-site residues (Arg55
and Phe113) slightly rotate between a major active and a minor inactive conformation. The
mutation Ser99Thr slows down this interconversion, a possible explanation for the reduced
activity of this mutant [247, 250]. More distant mutations, that were part of motional clus-
ters but not interacting with the substrate, could partially increase the active-site dynamics
and recover the activity of the CypA mutant without altering the WT dynamics [252]. NMR
relaxation studies identified still more distant mutations that influence the active-site dy-
namics [249]. By correlating the effects on dynamics of numerous mutations two types of
response were identified which are clustered within two distinct networks of dynamic al-
lostery. Mutations of residues within these networks led to different binding, release, and
isomerization rates which could be tuned by combining mutations. Additionally, networks
of conserved H-bonds have been identified by comparing the amino acid sequences of cy-
clophilins from different organisms, these H-bond networks also contribute to vibrational
modes that are associated with the substrate conversion [246].
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All of the identified networks of coupled amino acids are potential preferred channels
for vibrational energy. By inserting the VET donor AzAla at different sites in CypA, VET
through different regions can be investigated. For these experiments a VET sensor is re-
quired. The peptide binding of CypA can be exploited to insert a VET sensor without the
need to incorporate a second ncAA into the protein, but instead in the substrate ligand. In
principle the tight-binding inhibitor cyclosporin A (Kd < 100 nM [253]) would be a good
choice as ligand substrate, but because of its untypical structure1 a customized version of
this peptide including Aha is not readily available. Instead linear peptides derived from
the CypA binding site of the HIV capsid protein (HAGPIA) and identified from a ran-
domized peptide library (FGPDLPAGD) were intended to be used as VET sensor carrier
(KD≤50 µM) [255–257].

The activity of the same mutant proteins can be monitored to investigate the role of pro-
tein dynamics in catalysis. By exciting the AzAla, dynamics can locally be enhanced. The
networks of coupled motions can propagate the local effects over larger distances and into
certain protein modes. If dynamic effects or certain modes are coupled to the catalysis, it
is expected that different enzyme activity can be observed with or without excitation of
AzAla.

6.4 Low-Frequency Oscillations in Formate Dehydrogenase

The enzyme FDH catalyzes the reduction of NAD+ to NADH by direct hydride tunneling
from formate [258]. The regeneration of NAD(P)H cofactors in biotechnological applica-
tions is one reason for the vast efforts undertaken to understand and optimize this enzyme
and its catalytic function [259].

Candida boidinii (Cb) FDH was the first enzyme in which 2D-IR spectroscopy was used
to observe underdamped LFMs in the active site, a highly challenging endeavor [210, 219,
260]. In these experiments, the enzyme formed a ternary complex with NAD+ and the
azide anion (N−3 ), a tight-binding inhibitor (KD=43 nM) and transition state analog [167].
The N−3 has a strong transition dipole that makes it a convenient 2D-IR label, though it
has a vibrational lifetime of only 2 ps [261]. In these experiments, the center line slope
(CLS) of the time-dependent signals was analyzed and revealed additional exponentially
damped oscillatory features with frequencies corresponding to 10 cm–1 and 24 cm–1 [210].
The CLS analysis can identify the time scales at which the frequency-frequency correlation
of an oscillator is lost, i.e., how fast the molecules sample the environmental substates. The
oscillatory dynamics indicate that the protein active site samples the same configuration
repeatedly with distinct frequencies (as opposed to random motions through configuration
space). These oscillatory dynamics cease in the ternary complex with NADH instead of
NAD+. The occurrence and especially the modulation of these ultrafast motions in the
active site raises the question whether these dynamics have catalytical relevance.

To tackle this question the KIE in FDH was thoroughly investigated [167, 219, 262]. In
WT FDH the KIE is temperature independent [167], as expected for a well-evolved protein.
If however, one introduces slight perturbations, the KIE becomes temperature dependent.
This could be achieved either by introducing heavy isotopes into the protein [262] or by mu-
tating an active-site residue (Val123Ala or Val123Gly) [219]. The introduction of 15N and 13C
reduces the amplitude of the 10 cm–1 oscillatory component modulating the CLS decay, ad-

1 Cyclosporin A is a cyclic undecapeptide that includes D-Ala, non-proteinogenic amino acids, and methy-
lated amino acids [254].
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ditional incorporation of 2H increases the amplitude of both oscillatory components (even
above the WT) [260]. The temperature dependence of the KIE increases with an increase
of the protein mass, but its amplitude and the activation energy differences ∆Ea(T−H) (be-
tween tunneling 1H and 3H) do not. These non-linear effects (in the CLS dynamics and the
KIE) indicate that the isotopic labeling does not purely increase the mass of the protein, but
also influences its electrostatics. The implications of heavy-enzyme KIEs in the context of
enzyme dynamics therefore need to be reconsidered. For the Val123, mutants clear corre-
lations between disturbance (size of the active-site residue: Val123>Val123Ala>Val123Gly),
the KIE, and the enzyme dynamics are observed [219]. From Val123 to Val123G ∆Ea(T−H)

increases linearly, the same is true for the amplitude of the 10 cm–1 oscillatory component
on the CLS dynamics.2

Two groups performed theoretical studies in the context of the experiments, in which
they were not involved. One study focused on the KIE of FDH WT (based on the structure
of Pseudomonas sp. FDH) and on the interpretation of the KIE in the context of enzymatic
reactions [263]. The other study was building on the effects observed from Val123 muta-
tion [225]. Both studies identified protein motions that occur at ultrashort times (<1 ps)
before the reaction event. These motions that are part of the reaction coordinate suggest
that the protein takes an indispensable, active role in the reaction.

After exploring the suitability of different ncAAs as VET sensors in Part II, FDH allows
one to test if the non-covalent, small molecule ligand N−3 can also act as VET sensor. In
previous studies, VET along non-covalent bonds between different amino acids was estab-
lished. Compared to amino acids (and peptides or proteins) N−3 is considerably smaller,
only a minuscule number of modes may couple to the reporter mode. This may negate the
positive effect of a large extinction coefficient. If N−3 can detect VET, FDH mutants with dif-
ferently positioned AzAla can be used to investigate the energetic connectivity of the active
site and distal protein sites.

The same mutants can be used to investigate the proposed role of enzyme dynamics
in catalysis. As described for CypA, the enzymatic activity is expected to be modulated
by AzAla excitation and the subsequent processes. The effect should vary depending on
the position of AzAla because of the distance to the reactive center and the importance of
motions in certain regions for the reaction coordinate.

2 This correlation gets lost for wavenumbers >20 cm–1, the authors attribute this to the faster dephasing of
the smaller amino acids, which is also evidenced by band broadening.
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7.1 AzAla Incorporation Sites
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Figure 7.1: Cis- and trans-isomer of the peptide bond preceding a Pro resiude (a). CypA catalyzes the iso-
merization this bond in peptides. It accelerates the speed at which the equilibrium of ~5–10% cis-isomer is
reached. Crystal structure of CypA with a peptide ligand (HAGPIA) in pink (b). The positions at which
AzAla was meant to be incorporated are labeled and highlighted in dark blue. Colored residues take part in the
reaction-coupled modes A (orange) or B (green), residues 80 and 81 (olive) participate in both modes. Struc-
ture based on RCSB protein data bank (pdb): 1AWQ [255].

The only Trp residue in CypA (Trp121) is situated within the active site and is involved
in ligand binding [264]. The indole-N forms an H-bond with the carbonyl-O of the amino
acid following the substrate Pro and the ring system is involved in hydrophobic interaction
with the substrate. The software tool YASARA together with the FoldX plugin [265, 266]
was used to asses the destabilizing effect of the AzAla incorporation by in silico mutation of
various residues to Trp. The mutation sites Phe7, Gly14, Phe53, and Phe112 were selected.
Two of these residues (Phe50 and Phe112) are close to the active site and situated between
the residues that are involved in the reaction-coupled modes A and B (7.1 b) [246]. Gly14
participates in mode A and Phe7 was intended as control site, as it is far from the active site
and no part of modes A–C.
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7.2 Results and Discussion

CypA WT was successfully expressed and purified. CypA Gly14AzAla was expressed and
purified in the laboratories of N. Budisa (at the Technische Universität Berlin) by the author
guided by T. Baumann. Even after gathering experience with the expression and incorpo-
ration protocols for SCS with AzAla, the expression of CypA AzAla variants could not be
established in Frankfurt. Expression of CypA Gly14AzAla with the same protocols, plas-
mids and E. coli strains that were utilized in Berlin did not succeed. It is assumed that the
reason for the failure was the AzAla that was used. In both locations racemic AzAla-HCl
salt was used, but the ncAAs were of different batches prepared by different synthesists.
While the AzAla-HCl that was used in Berlin did readily dissolve to a high concentration
(>200 mM) in H2O, this was not the case for the ncAA that was present in Frankfurt at
that time. Either in this batch of AzAla-HCl the true content of L-AzAla was lower than
expected, or the reduced solubility led to lower final concentrations within the expression
cultures, hampering the incorporation of the ncAA.

To observe the activity of the successfully prepared enzymes a chymotrypsin-coupled
assay was performed. This assay is based on the substrate specificity of chymotrypsin to-
wards succinyl-AAPF-pNA, only in the trans-configuration of the Pro residue does chy-
motrypsin cleave off pNA at the C-terminus, shifting the pNA absorption from ~310 nm
to ~390 nm [267]. Because this is the preferred form, a rapid increase of the product ab-
sorption is observed upon addition of the substrate to a pre-equilibrated reaction mixture
of chymotrypsin or CypA with chymotrypsin. The high concentration of chymotrypsin
in the reaction mixture allows quasi-instantaneous cleavage of the trans-isomer. Because
the digestion constantly depletes the concentration of the trans-isomer, the equilibrium is
disturbed and the cis-to-trans isomerization continues. Therefore, only the kinetics after
the initial burst phase reflect the time constant of the thermal or catalyzed isomerization,
without or with CypA, respectively.

To reduce the background of thermal isomerization, the assay was conducted at 6◦C. At
this temperature, the thermal isomerization rate ktherm is 5x10–3 s–1. A clear acceleration of
this rate can be seen when 4 nM CypA WT are present in the reaction mixture (Fig. 7.2 a).
In this case, the observed isomerization rate is kWT=17x10–3 s–1, which is the sum of ktherm
and the reaction constant for the catalyzed isomerization pathway. This result is a clear
proof for the successful recombinant expression and purification of active CypA. However,
no catalytic activity was observed for CypA G14AzAla (Fig. 7.2 b).

To screen for suitable ligands, that could be used to introduce Aha into the protein sys-
tem, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments were conducted on CypA WT. From
these experiments, dissociation constants (KD) of 80 µM, 350 µM, and 8.3 mM were deter-
mined for the peptides HAGPIA, Ac-FGPDLP-NH2, and Ac-PVHAGPIAP-NH2, respec-
tively (A.13).

In a previous study, KD of the complete HIV capsid protein (with the main recognition
sequence HAGPIA) and CypA was determined as 16 µM [256]. In comparison to this
value, the KD of the HAGPIA peptide determined herein is 5 times higher. For the pep-
tide Ac-PVHAGPIAP-NH2, which contains additional amino acids of the capsid sequence
and terminal modifications,1 KD is even larger by two orders of magnitude. The KD of the

1 The N-terminal acetylation and C-terminal amidation remove charges from the termini, increasing the sim-
ilarity of the peptide to the full-length protein, in which the amino acid sequence continues on both sides.
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Figure 7.2: Chymotrypsin-coupled activity assay for CypA at 6◦C. The accumulation of free p-NA after the
cleavage from trans succinyl-AAPF-pNA as determined from the rise of absorbance at 390 nm is shown. The
thermal isomerization of the peptide is shown for four independent measurements (open yellow/red circles).
The isomerization is accelerated in the presence of 4 nM CypA WT (duplicate, green squares in a). The iso-
merization rate in the presence of 6 nM CypA G14AzAla was unchanged from the pure thermal isomerization
(duplicate, purple squares in b). The inset (b) exemplifies how most of the original substrate is instantly
cleaved in the burst phase upon addition (red highlight), only ~10% remain for the observation of the isomer-
ization kinetics (blue highlight).

Ac-FGPDLP-NH2 peptide is 7-fold increased compared to that of a similar peptide (Ac-
FGPDLPAGD-NH2) [257]. The KD of Ac-VHAGPIAP-NH2 appears implausible in compar-
ison to that of HAGPIA. For HAGPIA and Ac-FGPDLP-NH2 the differences to the literature
are reasonably low when considering the experimental conditions.

The low protein concentration compared to the KD results in a low value c = cCypA/KD
of 0.03-3.5, which is ideally between 10 and 100 for reliable results. In this range of c, the
binding curve probed by the ITC experiment can optimally be fit to determine the thermo-
dynamic parameters. In this range the complete sigmoidal shape can be resolved and the
increase is not too steep, but spreads over multiple injections. The low concentrations were
chosen to be sufficient for the expected KD-values, whereas appropriate concentrations for
the determined values would require very large amounts of protein. The determination of
KD values from ITC is highly sensitive to the concentrations of both components, as well
as the exact composition of the solutions being titrated. The concentration of the protein
solution can easily be determined spectroscopically, while the concentration of the peptide
is purely based on the weighed portion, because they do not contain amino acids with a
distinct absorption. For this value errors can occur from the scale itself, as the amount of
peptide used per experiment is≤2 mg. Moreover, the SPPS peptides contain trifluoroacetic
acid in an undefined amount. This can lead to deviations between the real and the calcu-
lated peptide concentration and in the composition of the peptide solution.

After these preliminary experiments, this project was discontinued for three reasons: (i)
The difficulties of incorporating AzAla into the protein sequence. (ii) The activity assay
that can only cover low substrate concentrations, in which observing small illumination-
induced changes in the activity becomes exponentially more challenging. (iii) The low
affinity of the protein to the peptide ligands, even before the introduction of the ncAAs
that are required for the intended VET experiments. The subsequent search for an alterna-
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tive enzymatic protein, in which VET could be utilized to uncover energetic connectivity
pathways and clarify the role of LFMs in the turnover step resulted in the FDH project,
whose results are summarized in the following chapter.
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8.1 Mutation Sites
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Figure 8.1: Location of the AzAla (dark blue) and Gly (orange) incorporation sites relative to the active site
with NAD+ (pink) and N−3 (green). The distances between Cβ of the amino acids and the central N−3 atom
are labeled (cyan). The inset indicates the location of the magnified region (red rectangle) in the context of the
dimer. Based on RCSB pdb: 5DN9 [167].

Five mutation sites in different directions from the active site were chosen for the incorpo-
ration of AzAla into FDH. Four conservative mutation sites and a single non-conservative
mutation close to the important Val123 residue were selected based on in silico mutations
of all Tyr and Phe residues and residues near Val123 to Trp in YASARA using the FoldX
plugin and their distance towards the bound azide [265, 266].

The mutation sites Tyr73, Val121, Trp284, Tyr341, and N−3 are within one plane. The
amino acids are distributed in four different directions with distances of 12–19 Å to N−3
in the active site (Fig. 8.1).1 Another mutation site is Tyr196, at a distance of 22 Å to N−3
perpendicular to the aforementioned plane. For all mutants the distance to the azide bound
in the second subunit is at least twice as large as the distance to that in the same subunit and
at least 32 Å. if a VET signal of the second subunit can be observed it should be very weak
and temporally seperated from that of the primary binding site. These five AzAla mutants
allow for the investigation of VET towards N−3 from five different directions over different
distances. In Tyr196AzAla a VET pathway along NAD+ is highly probable, which requires
efficient VET between three molecules, from FDH to NAD+ and from NAD+ to N−3 .

In the previous study on Pseudomonas FDH, motions of various active-site residues were
identified as integral part of the reaction coordinate [263]. Because of the high sequen-
tial and structural similarity to Cb FDH, these residues can clearly be identified as Val93,

1 Because of the lack of mutant structures, distances are measured from the Cβ of the substituted amino acid.
The position of this atom is expected to be more conserved upon substitution with AzAla than the side
chain position, which can easily change by a mere rotation along the Cα-Cβ bond.
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Asn119, Thr256, Arg258, Asp282, Gln287, His311, and Ser313 in the present FDH sequence.
These residues are either in close proximity to or lie in one line between the former four
AzAla incorporation sites and N−3 . This situation improves the chance for the selective
VET-driven excitation of an RPV involving one or multiple of these residues. Tyr196 is
positioned at one end of the NAD+ hydride acceptor, remote from the redox-active nicoti-
namide. Vibrational excitation in this region of the enzyme may lead to a motion that re-
duces the distance and/or the angle between the hydride donor and acceptor, two roles
that have also been attributed to the motions of residue Val123 [219, 225]. To specifically
excite dynamics in this residue, without directly perturbing its influence on the active site,
the only non-conservative mutation Val121AzAla was proposed. It is in close proximity
to and on the same helix as Val123. Because this helix is part of the dimer interface and
contains no aromatic amino acids, this site, that purely interacts hydrophobically with the
second subunit, was selected for AzAla incorporation.

Because both models, ATM and RPVs, have been consulted to explain the experimental
results in FDH, both possible explanations should be explored. If the ATM is more appro-
priate to describe the processes in FDH, the Val123Ala/Val123Gly mutation, which leads
to a temperature-dependent KIE, may be essential to observe an effect of the AzAla ex-
citation on the protein kinetics. Therefore, each AzAla mutant should be combined with
a Val123Gly (VG) mutation, as this is the mutation that leads to the stronger temperature
dependence.

8.2 Results and Discussion

8.2.1 Protein Characterization

Of the ten FDH AzAla mutants (including the VG double mutants), eight were success-
fully expressed and purified, but the amount of Tyr341AzAla+VG was not sufficient for
a VET experiment. The yield of full-length FDH mutants varied strongly between differ-
ent expressions, despite efforts to optimize and maintain the expression conditions. It is
assumed that this variability arises partially from context effects during expression. The ef-
ficiency of the SCS does not only depend on the tRNA/aaRS pair and the supply of loaded
suppressor tRNA. The codon context, i.e., the bases in the vicinity of the stop codon on
the mRNA has widely been recognized as important factor [130, 131, 268]. The variable
amount of full-length FDH affects the relative purity that can be attained through the Ni-
NTA chromatography. The most abundant contamination that remains after purification is
a protein that runs at approximately 27 kDa in a sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) acrylamide
gel (Fig. A.15). It is assumed that this protein is the 21 kDa SlyD, a common contamination
in recombinantly expressed His-tagged proteins [269, 270].2 This E. coli PPIase naturally
binds to Ni-NTA columns because of an unordered C-terminus in which a stretch of 31
amino acids contains 14 His residues and could not be eliminated during this work.

In order to improve the purity of the FDH protein product in the continuation of this
project, the following approaches can be pursued: (i) Most desirably, the amount of ex-
pressed full-length protein should be increased. Since various conditions of the expression
have already been optimized and the expression results still vary considerably, this may
be hard to attain. Additionally, a first test to improve expression through optimized codon

2 Because of the mismatch between the apparent and the actual mass, this protein was also called wondrous
histidine-rich protein (WHP) [269].
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context (changing the codon following TAG to ACT [Thr] or TCT [Ser] [130]) did not lead
to a clear enhancement. (ii) A change of the purification methods may increase the protein
purity. Insertion of a protease site (e.g., a TEV site) before the HisTag would allow for a
second, orthogonal purification step, that is expected to remove SlyD. After a first Ni-NTA
purification, FDH (with SlyD) could be treated with a protease to cleave-off the HisTag.
In a subsequent Ni-NTA step, the HisTag, His-tagged TEV, and SlyD could be removed as
successfully cleaved FDH does no longer bind to the nickel column. To keep eliminating
truncated FDH (if not using a strain devoid of RF1), the HisTag should remain C-terminal.
This will result in a remainder of the protease recognition sequence (e.g., ENLYFQ for TEV)
instead of the HisTag. Alternatively further optimization of the current purification pro-
tocol may open up a new way to remove more SlyD (e.g., a salt gradient was reported
to effectively elute SlyD from a Ni-NTA column [271]). (iii) The use of a SlyD-optimized
E. coli strain could reduce the amount of SlyD in the final product. For this purpose the
LOBSTR strain was already acquired as a gift from A. Möller (Osnabrück University) [270].
Before use, the RIL plasmid (used to increase the number of rare tRNAs in E. coli) needs to
be purged from these cells. It shares the p15A origin of replication with pBU16 MjAzuRS.
However, the presence of RF1 in LOBSTR may increase the amount of truncation product,
negating the gain from reduced SlyD contamination.

For a general assessment of the FDH construct on which the mutants are based, the WT
protein was expressed and purified without a HisTag, for a proper comparison with the
existing literature. The CD spectrum (Fig. A.14a) clearly indicates a well-structured protein
containing α-helices and β-sheets and matches the published spectrum of this FDH isoform
[260]. A double minimum between 205 nm and 225 nm is a feature of α-helical structures.
In the CD spectrum of FDH this is combined with the negative feature of the β-sheet, which
reduces the feature to one broad minimum and dominates the maximum at 195 nm, which
would be at a lower wavelength for a purely helical protein [87, 272]. A fit of the CD spec-
trum for the secondary structure determination is in good agreement with that predicted
from the crystal structure (Tab. A.4), ensuring the correct fold of FDH.

The steady-state kinetic parameters of FDH for the NAD+ substrate have been deter-
mined via Michaelis-Menten analysis (Fig. A.14b). The Michaelis constant KM and the cat-
alytic rate constant kcat are in good agreement with values in the literature [167, 273]. The
correct fold of the enzyme and the observation of catalytic activity verify that the chosen
approach of recombinant expression of FDH in E. coli is feasible. The present construct
therefore meets the prerequisites for VET experiments (a correct fold) and for the modula-
tion of the enzyme activity by excitation of LFMs and/or RPVs (general activity).
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The CD spectrum of the His-tagged FDH WT closely matches that of the WT without
tag (Fig. 8.2a). This confirms, that the tag does not disturb the fold of the protein. The CD
spectra of the Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla mutants also nicely match the spectrum of
FDH WT. But the spectra of all other mutants form a distinct group. For them the slope and
the maximum is blueshifted to 192 nm and its amplitude reduced. This may be indicative of
an increased ratio of partially unfolded protein. However, from the CD spectra a confident
interpretation which part of the structure was influenced in which way is not possible.
It is striking that all VG double mutants are in the latter group of spectra. Tyr196AzAla
and Tyr341AzAla have WT-like CD spectra, but their double mutants do not. Though,
it is known from X-ray crystal structures, that the Val123Ala (pdb: 6D4B) and Val123Gly
(pdb: 6D4C) have no influence on the protein fold [219]. The disturbed CD spectrum is
therefore not caused by one of the mutations itself. Large relative amounts of differently-
folded protein impurities could dominate the CD spectra, but judged from representative
SDS gels this is not the case (Fig. A.15). This leaves only sample specific causes (e.g., during
the refolding step in the purification, which in principle could be abolished in RF1 devoid
strains) for the disturbed CD spectra, which, from the available data, can not further be
specified.

For the VET experiments, NAD+ and N−3 were added to the protein. These binding part-
ners have dissociation constants of 92 µM and 43 nM, respectively, they establish a highly
stable ternary complex with the WT FDH [167]. The FTIR spectra of the complex can be
used to ensure that the proteins binds N−3 . In other protein/N−3 complexes, the binding
may be indicated by a clear shift of the absorption band of N−3 [211], however, this is not
the case in FDH.

The asymmetric stretching vibration (which should be used as VET reporter mode) of free
N−3 has a Lorentzian band shape centered at 2048 cm–1 and a FWHM of 27 cm–1 (Fig. 8.3a).
In the ternary complex with FDH, the main absorption feature blueshifts by 1.5 cm–1, but
the FWHM reduces significantly to 10 cm–1. A fit with two Lorentzians, one of which rep-
resents unbound N−3 with a fixed position and FWHM, systematically underfits the data. It
can not sufficiently describe the asymmetry of the band (which can be seen, but is not dis-
cussed in reference [97]).3 An additional feature in the range of around 2038 cm–1 (FWHM:
~16 cm–1; Tab. A.6) is required. It is required when spectrally no free N−3 can be identi-
fied (Fig. 8.3b–c), but also when N−3 is in excess (leading to significant amounts of free N−3 ;

3 Such a fit underestimates the intensity at the red flank and overestimates the intensity at the blue flank
(Fig. A.16).
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Fig. 8.3d). It is also evident in the second derivative of the raw absorption spectrum. For
FDH Tyr73+VG, Val121AzAla+VG, Tyr196AzAla+VG, and Trp284AzAla no N−3 binding
could be observed, and the side feature was not visible. Importantly, these were all mu-
tants whose CD spectra differed from that of FDH WT, confirming that the CD spectrum is
a great indicator for the suitability of an FDH sample for VET experiments (Fig. A.17).

From the crystal structure (and its electron density) of the FDH complex, only a single
conformation of N−3 is expected. From the spectroscopic data, the origin of the side feature
can not clearly be identified. The binding of N−3 to an occasional protein contamination is
excluded from the highly pure WT sample. Furthermore, it would be expected to occur
in some of the samples, in which the N−3 did not bind to FDH. As this is not the case,
also nonspecific interactions at the protein surface can be ruled out. Supposedly the peak
therefore originates from a fraction of N−3 , that binds to FDH albeit in an altered geometry.

For the VET experiments, it is generally beneficial to have high sample concentrations.
The low extinction coefficient of AzAla can partially be compensated with high pump pulse
energies (~20 µJ at 612 nm), which are routinely attainable with the setup. The use of the
N−3 anion as VET sensor is a further improvement compared to the organic ncAAs that have
been presented in Part II, as its extinction coefficient is 3–10 times higher. However, the long
distances between VET donor at one site and VET sensor at a distinct site in a protein lead
to significant losses of energy, that reduce the signal size that can be reached. But for FDH,
and even more so the VG mutant, it was reported that it is prone to aggregation at concen-
trations exceeding 1.5 mM [219]. In this work, it was even possible to reach concentrations
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of 3 mM with the WT for short periods of time. The AzAla mutants were less stable. Only
Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla could be concentrated above 1 mM (Tab. A.7).

Many stabilizing agents have been used to increase protein solubility [274]. Whether this
approach can be used to reach higher concentrations of FDH in the future, was tested by
concentrating Val121AzAla in a buffer containing 1 M trehalose. Indeed the concentration
of Val121AzAla+VG could be increased by from 0.7 mM to 1.1 mM. As Val121AzAla did
not bind N−3 in the first place, Tyr196AzAla was used to test if the high concentrations of the
sugar interfere with N−3 binding, which is not the case (Fig. A.17f). But the presence of high
concentrations of trehalose alter the shape of the H2O combination band, that gets narrower
and develops an association band through interactions with the sugar [275] (Fig. A.18),
which can be corrected for using the appropriate background. Therefore, 1 M trehalose may
be used in future experiments to reach higher concentrations of sensitive protein mutants.
How the trehalose influences the VET experiments themselves is addressed in the following
section.

8.2.2 VET Experiments in FDH

It was ensured that the detected signals originate from the bound N−3 and are invoked by
the VET from AzAla. While the negative control for N−3 is recorded simultaneously with
each experiment in the split sample cell, as the reference compartment does not include the
IR label. The negative control for AzAla is represented by the experiment with FDH WT
(Fig. A.19 top). No structured signals can be observed in this experiment, only the spectrally
flat decay of the coherent artifact, as it is expected in the absence of a specific absorber of
the pump light. Furthermore, experiments with the mutants that did not indicate N−3 bind-
ing do not show a N−3 signal, as exemplified on Val121AzAla+VG (Fig. A.19 bottom). At
early delays, the coherent artifact decays quickly, before the energy of the AzAla excitation
reaches the solvent, which gives rise to a broad negative solvent feature at wavenumbers
too high for N−3 . This representative experiment illustrates how the solvent signal can re-
liably indicate a generally operative VET experiment with AzAla present, AzAla success-
fully excited (overlap between pump and probe pulses), and transfer of energy that finally
reaches the solvent (redshift of the H2O combination band upon heat uptake [276]). The
split sample cell approach allows for the complete correction of these background signals.
The absence of the N−3 signal also in the difference between both compartments prove that
the free N−3 in the solvent does not generate a detectable signal.

VET experiments with Tyr196AzAla, Tyr341AzAla, and Tyr196AzAla with 1 M trehalose
did result in clear VET signals only of the main feature of bound N−3 (Fig. 8.4). The peak
times of the maxima are 9.8 ps, 8.5 ps, and 9 ps, respectively. The signals have ampli-
tudes of 20–30 µOD, highly similar when considering the sample thickness of 150 µm for
Tyr196AzAla in standard buffer against 100 µm of the other samples (Tab. A.5).

As expected (and observed in PDZ) the peak times of Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla
correlate with the distance between VET donor and VET sensor. The distance increased by
3 Å in Tyr196AzAla leads to a delay of the peak time by 0.8 ps. For Tyr196AzAla in 1 M
trehalose, the peak time shifts significantly by -1.3 ps. Though the mechanism of protein sta-
bilization by trehalose is not yet fully understood, its presence clearly alters the interaction
between the solvent and protein [277]. Like H2O, trehalose can act as H-bond donor and ac-
ceptor, furthermore, its more complex structure increases the number of LFMs. Therefore,
it is assumed that trehalose at the protein surface accelerates the rate of energy transfer out
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of the protein, which shifts the peak time to shorter delays. Because of the dynamics of
the VET process, this shift will not be constant but vary for each position of the VET donor
(in absolute and relative value). For the prospect of using trehalose for protein stabiliza-
tion in future experimental series, this needs to be considered. Furthermore, the association
band of the solvent and trehalose can be observed in the solvent heating signal. In contrast
to the overall redshift of the solvent absorption, this feature experiences a blueshift upon
heating, as is the case for most vibrational bands upon weakening of hydrogen bonding
(Fig. A.18b). As this signal is present in the sample and reference compartment in a split
sample cell and shares the same dynamics as the solvent heating, it can equally be corrected
for. With these results, it can be concluded that VET experiments with trehalose are gener-
ally feasible. However, all experiments should be conducted under the same conditions, or
further investigation should take place to satisfy a compromise between the predictability
and error of the peak times when comparing experiments with or without trehalose.

In these VET experiments the signals are clearly visible in the sample compartment data
even before applying any corrections (not shown). This is in stark contrast to the exper-
iments on the different PDZ mutants that were discussed in Part II. PDZ could be con-
centrated to much higher concentrations than FDH, this largely compensated the lower
extinction coefficient of Aha as compared to N−3 . But in the VET experiments, the higher
concentration of PDZ leads to an increased concentration of AzAla and a higher amount
of total energy that is deposited in the sample.4 This leads to a lower contrast between
the solvent background signal and the signal of the VET sensor. In the PDZ Aha mutants
the solvent signal is 10–20 times more intense than the VET signal, in FDH only 2–3 times.
Furthermore, the signal of N−3 is redshifted compared to the azido ncAAs. This shifts the
signal to the nodal line of the solvent signal, reducing the spectral overlap of both contri-
butions.5 Additionally, it is expected that a larger part of the photon energy is distributed
within the protein before reaching the solvent, due to the buried AzAla. The more exposed
the AzAla, the more energy is lost to the solvent, before contributing to the VET signal of

4 The energy within each protein remains the same, the pump photon energy.
5 The blueshifted nitrile ncAAs are completely within the broad, negative feature of the solvent signal.
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the VET sensor. This is supported by the scaling factors that result from applying the sol-
vent correction with the long-term spectrum, instead of the split sample cell. One can see
how the saturation of the solvent signal systematically slows down with reducing solvent
exposure of the AzAla between the dipeptides, PDZ (with AzAla in the ligand), and AzAla
within FDH (Fig. A.20).

From the control experiments with FDH mutants that did not bind N−3 (Fig. A.19 bot-
tom), it is probable that the signal observed with Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla indeed
belongs to the bound N−3 . The confidence can further be boosted by the dynamics of the
signal. A signal of unbound N−3 is expected to have the same dynamics as the background
signal. Instead, we observe a rise-and-decay behavior of the transient signal. For an as-
signment based on the spectral position of the signal, the two components are close, how-
ever, the FWHM provides further evidence. Besides the narrow appearance, the separation
∆ν̃ of the positive and negative extrema of the signal can be analyzed. This separation
has a minimum value of ∆ν̃min = FWHM/

√
3 for Lorentzian band shapes (Eq. 10.1) and

∆ν̃min = FWHM/
√

ln 4 for Gaussian band shapes, which correspond to the separation of
the inflection points of the original band. For the free N−3 ∆ν̃ must be larger than 15.6 cm–1,
because of the FWHM of 27 cm–1. Instead, the observed ∆ν̃ is 5–6 cm–1, matching the mini-
mum separation of the narrower bound N−3 (Fig. 8.5).

Note, that in principle the peak separation could be used as an indicator of the actually
occurring shift, especially since it is straightforward to determine. However, in the pre-
vious part, the expected amplitude (which needs to be calculated from the experimental
conditions) of the shifted signal was used to determine this shift. This is because the VET
generally causes a weak shift of only ≤13% in the dipeptides (Tab. 4.1), and less with in-
creasing distance. In the small-shift regime, the signal amplitude is more sensitive to the
shift than the peak separation. Therefore, a separation-based analysis of the VET shift can-
not resolve the subtle shifts that can be observed from the amplitude-based approach.

The presented experiments impressively demonstrate that VET experiments in AzAla-
carrying FDH mutants with N−3 as VET sensor are feasible, despite the restriction to low
concentrations. From the perspective of the VET donor, this approach can potentially in-
crease the energy that contributes to the signal by reducing the direct loss to the solvent,
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compared to the highly solvent exposed AzAla in a peptide ligand. The only drawback of
the VET sensor is its restricted applicability to proteins that naturally bind N−3 . But bound
to FDH it combines the advantages of the ncAAs Aha and CNPhe. It has an extinction
coefficient that even surpasses that of Aha and at the same time its typical FWHM is com-
parable to that of CNPhe. The spectral overlap of free and bound N−3 does not impede its
use as VET sensor in FDH. Furthermore, by varying the site of the VET donor instead of
the sensor, it can be ensured that the band shape and amplitude remains identical.

8.2.3 Steering FDH Activity by Illumination

To investigate the role of LFMs in FDH catalysis, the steady-state protein activity was as-
sayed unilluminated and under illumination with a 526 nm laser. The AzAla S1←S0 tran-
sition was excited at 612 nm in the VET experiments, but the broad absorption band does
still allow for excitation at 526 nm, a wavelength that is available with high powers from
the pump lasers of the ultrafast laser systems. Just like in the VET experiments, the internal
conversion is expected to excite LFMs in the vicinity of the AzAla label, that, if coupled to
the reaction coordinate, can then alter the reaction kinetics.

These experiments were conducted with FDH WT, Val121AzAla, Tyr196AzAla,
Tyr196AzAla+VG, Tyr341AzAla, and Tyr341AzAla+VG, other mutants could not be used
because of low sample amounts that were depleted by the VET experiments. The sample
temperature was lowered to 3◦C to minimize the reaction speed in the absence of illumi-
nation, in order to improve the contrast to possible light-induced effects. Despite flushing
the setup with dry air, an issue that could not be resolved was the occasional fogging of the
cuvette, which was visually confirmed. This induced light scattering and thereby spikes in
the absorption experiments, which needed to be corrected in the post processing (Sec. 2.7.2).
Otherwise, the custom implementation allowed for reproducible experiments.
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Figure 8.6: FDH mutant activity unilluminated and under illumination. The activity was normalized to the
unilluminated activity for each variant. The error bars indicate ±two standard errors of the mean (SEM) of
3–6 experiments per condition (SEM<2.5% for each condition).

For all investigated FDH variants, the enzyme activity (in terms of product formed per
second) is reduced by 6% for FDH WT and by 3% or 1% for the mutants under illumination
(Fig. 8.6). However, this reduction is within two SEM for all variants except Tyr341AzAla.
The apparent kcat at 3◦C without illumination was between 0.1 s–1 and 0.2 s–1 but much
lower for the active site mutants Val121AzAla, Tyr196AzAla+VG (no activity detected),
and Tyr341AzAla+VG. The CD spectra of these mutants did not match that of the WT and
for them no or little azide binding was detected (Tab. A.7).

Interestingly, even the activity of FDH WT is reduced under illumination. Because of
the lack of AzAla, no excitation-induced effect is expected. In these experiments, the sam-
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ple temperature was determined using a digital thermometer immersed in the reaction so-
lution. An external thermostat was set to meet the target sample temperature. Though
the temperature probe was placed directly beneath the solution surface, ~5 mm above the
pump beam, a direct influence of the light on the read temperature cannot completely be
ruled out. If this was the case, the real temperature in the illuminated experiments may
have been lower than intended, which would reduce the observed activity.

If one assumes that the temperature offset was the same in all illuminated experiments,
and the effect of the temperature is the same for all FDH variants, one could normalize the
illuminated experiments to FDH WT. Under these circumstances, one indeed observes an
increase 3–6% of the mutant activities upon illumination (not shown). But only the activity
of Tyr341AzAla and its double mutant are significantly different from the unilluminated
case. This is because their SEMs are especially low.

A reliable assessment of the light-induced effect is only possible after establishing a
method that assures matching sample temperature without and with illumination. A sim-
ple solution may be to further shield the probe from the incident light, e.g., with a small
tube that is not in direct contact to the probe. It should be ensured that the shield is not
in direct contact with the probe, and the frequent exchange of the solution surrounding it
needs to be maintained (achieved by constant stirring). While there is room for improve-
ment, this preliminary result may hint towards a direct observation of the rate-enhancing
role of LFMs in enzymatic catalysis.

To put these experiments into perspective, they are compared to recently published re-
sults of accelerated enzyme catalysis in dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) [278]. Like FDH,
DHFR catalyzes a hydride transfer, and various studies suggested networks of coupled
motions and allosteric sites that may be involved in the catalytic step [217, 279–281]. In the
aforementioned experiment, DHFR was covalently bound at four different binding sites to
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) which were then excited at 527 nm with pulsed or continuous
wave (cw) lasers. Steady-state rate enhancement of 50–75% was observed for two of the
binding sites upon excitation with a pulsed lasers. Instead of a gradual increase of the ac-
tivity with increasing laser power, threshold behavior was observed. The authors interpret
these findings in terms of an accelerated sampling of the protein energy landscape together
with the non-Boltzmann excitation of collective breathing modes of the protein that modu-
late the active site structure [278].

The VET experiments have shown that the excitation energy of AzAla completely dissi-
pates into the solvent within tens of ps, whereas the excessive heat released by the AuNPs
needs up to 2 ns to fully dissipate [278]. Despite using higher laser powers to excite the
AzAla, the large extinction coefficient of the AuNPs of 367×106 M-1cm-1, six orders of mag-
nitude higher than that of AzAla at the excitation wavelengths (~200 M-1cm-1), leads to
much higher excitation densities. Taking into account sample concentrations and illumina-
tion conditions, only assuming that the total volume of sample was the same in the pub-
lished experiments and those presented here, we can estimate that for each enzyme in the
solution the energy of 12000 photons is absorbed per second by the AuNPs. Practically
every laser pulse (1 kHz and 5 kHz in the published experiments) leads to an excitation.
Because of the lower extinction coefficient of AzAla, each FDH molecule only receives ap-
proximately 7 photons per second (at 1 kHz repetition rate).

From these numbers, the absence of a clear activating effect is less surprising. The AuNP-
bound enzymes are more often excited for longer periods of time. Furthermore, within a
single pulse the AuNPs accumulate and release the energy of multiple photons per bound
enzyme. AzAla can not provide these amounts of energy. However, the non-equilibrium
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state that is created through the IVR is just required to specifically populate those LFMs
that are involved in the reaction coordinate, whose energies are well below the photon en-
ergy. With the highly site-specific excitation of AzAla (which can not only be placed at
the protein surface), a more selective injection of vibrational energy is expected that, if ap-
propriately located, could still induce acceleration of the catalysis. It is instead required
to increase the chance of coincident excitation and chemical reaction, therefore it would
be beneficial to induce higher excitation densities in the sample. In the present configu-
ration, the pump power was limited by a rapid increase of the experimental noise. The
effective extinction coefficient could be increased by ~65% by exciting AzAla closer at its
maximum near 600 nm, but a light source with a high power at that wavelength would be
required. The optimal solution for this type of experiments could be a VET donor ncAA
with a significantly higher extinction coefficient. This option is currently being investigated
in cooperation with other groups from Goethe university. A 50-fold increase of the extinc-
tion coefficient could be reached, but a method for the incorporation into a protein remains
to be implemented [282].
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9 Conclusion

The aim of this part of the thesis was to establish a new protein system to investigate VET
and the role of protein dynamics in the context of enzymatic catalysis. Because the VET
donor AzAla can inject the energy of a photon as vibrational energy into a protein at the
site of incorporation, it can also be used to specifically excite LFMs. If the motion of these
modes is involved in the enzymatic reaction, a direct influence on the activity is expected.

The first target protein that was used for this purpose was CypA. The WT of the protein
was successfully expressed and its enzymatic activity was proven with after establishing a
colorimetric assay. The local expression of AzAla mutants could not be established, and the
one mutant that was externally expressed by the author did not exhibit enzymatic activity.

FDH was chosen to replace CypA. FDH WT and FDH AzAla mutants were locally ex-
pressed. In VET experiments with this protein, the exceptionally small VET sensor N−3 ,
a natural inhibitor to FDH, was tested. In these experiments, it was shown that the non-
covalent ligand is a well suited VET sensor. In contrast to the ncAAs, its application is
restricted to proteins that bind N−3 and its bandwidth and position may vary from protein
to protein. On the other hand, the unchanged position of the VET sensor has the advan-
tage of an unchanged band shape in different mutants. This increases the comparability
of the VET signals, which is not granted for Aha and N3Phe at different sites of a protein.
Though the absorption of free and FDH-bound N−3 are not spectrally separated, the signal
can clearly be identified as originating from the bound species because of its bandwidth.
In the protein the FWHM is reduced from 27 cm–1 to 9 cm–1. Therefore the N−3 combines
an even higher extinction coefficient than the organic azides with the narrow bandwidth of
nitriles, making it the perfect VET sensor for proteins with low solubility.

The enzyme activity of the AzAla mutants was measured and compared between the
unilluminated case and under illumination with a 526 nm laser. From these results no
clear effect of the illumination was visible. In the current setup, the activity of all FDH
variants decreased upon illumination. Even the negative control (WT) was influenced by
the illumination. When this effect, that may be caused by a too low temperature, is corrected
for, an enhancement of 3–6% is observed in the mutants. However, the reliability of this
effect remains elusive until the uncertainty about the temperature is fully eliminated.
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10 Summary and Outlook

VET experiments in proteins contribute to our understanding of ubiquitous biological pro-
cesses such as allostery, dissipation of excess energy, and possibly enzymatic catalysis. All
of these have been under investigation for extended periods of time, but still many ques-
tions remain unanswered. The aim of this thesis was to extend the applicability of the ex-
isting techniques, to find tailor-made solutions for the great variety of proteins and protein
sites. Furthermore, new target proteins were meant to be identified and established, that
could expand the repertoire of VET targets investigated in the Bredenbeck group towards
the role of VET and LFMs in enzymes.

Labels for Vibrational Energy Transfer (Part II)
For the spectroscopic investigation of VET two functionalities are needed: a VET donor,

that converts the energy of an absorbed photon into vibrational energy and injects it site-
specifically into the protein, and a VET sensor, that can report on the arrival of vibrational
energy through a change in the IR absorption. The originally published pair of ncAAs that
assume these functions are AzAla and Aha, respectively [29]. This VET sensor could be
incorporated into proteins by means of SPI, but this method requires a protein sequence
that lacks Met residues [30], a serious constraint. Furthermore, the ncAA Aha is a great
surrogate for Met in terms of chemical and steric properties, but not for most other amino
acids which it could replace in proteins.

In this part of the thesis, the results of which were peer-reviewed and published [136],
the applicability of several new ncAAs as VET sensors was assessed. The ncAAs contained
azide or nitrile groups, whose stretching vibrations absorb IR light near 2120 cm–1 and
2220 cm–1, respectively. The VET signal amplitude is linearly dependent of the extinction
coefficient, which is typically 2–4 times lower for nitriles than for azides [103, 170]. But the
VET signal originates from the shifting of the absorption band due to coupling to popu-
lated LFMs [24]. The VET sensors can therefore not solely be assessed by the extinction
coefficient. If two bands of the same amplitude shift equally, the difference signal is larger
for the narrower band. For small shifts, as is the case in VET experiments, the signal am-
plitude rises linearly with the relative shift, the ratio between the shift and the FWHM of
the band. Because of the non-Boltzmann population distributions that are caused by VET,
the VET shift is not necessarily the same as the thermal shift that can be measured in tem-
perature dependent FTIR. But the individual populations and coupling constants are not
readily obtainable, therefore the experimental assessment of the VET sensors is imperative.

Dipeptides. The ncAAs N3Ala, Aha, N3Phe, CNPhe, and CNTrp were coupled to AzAla
in dipeptides. Their spectral properties have been compared from the FTIR spectra in H2O,
DMSO, and THF. Besides the lower extinction coefficient, the absorption bands of the ni-
triles (FWHM 6–12 cm–1) are significantly narrower than those of the azide compounds
(FWHM 19–34 cm–1). Furthermore, the organic azides also exhibited the Fermi resonances
already described in the literature [171–173].

The solvent has a strong influence on the VET signals that are measured. For all dipep-
tides, the signal amplitude in H2O was significantly lower than in the other solvents. This
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was accompanied by a strongly delayed peak time in THF and a less delayed peak time
in DMSO compared to H2O. Both effects can be explained by the interaction of the solvent
with the dipeptides. This leads to the fast dissipation of excess energy into the solvent, re-
ducing the maximum shift that can be induced and shifting the peak time to shorter delays.
This effect is strongest in H2O, which is protic and polar.

In the subgroup of azide and nitrile sensors, the peak time increased with the size of the
side chain. This demonstrates the dependence between peak time and the distance between
VET donor and sensor. The peak time of N3Phe is 0.9 ps larger than that of CNPhe. These
two ncAAs share the same side chain structure, so that this difference is caused solely by the
different reporter groups and their coupling to the LFMs. This result is exactly the opposite
of what could be expected on the basis of the vibrational lifetimes, which is shorter for
N3Phe than for CNPhe.

In the VET experiments of the dipeptides, it was observed that the signal amplitudes of
the nitriles and of the azides are more similar than the lower extinction coefficient of the
nitriles would suggest. The effect of the extinction coefficient is indeed compensated by
the fact that the shifted band is narrower. To further solidify this findings, it was required
to determine the spatial distribution of excited molecules and their contribution to the IR
difference signal. Using calculations that consider these influences, it was determined that
12% of the FTIR signal contribute to the experimental difference signal. A fit to the VET
signal could then be performed to yield absolute values for the shift at each delay. Two
approaches for the fit were compared: (i) directly shifting the scaled FTIR signals and (ii)
fitting the FTIR signal with a Voigt line shape, whose area remains constant during the
shift, but allowing its shape to change. A better agreement between data and fit is obtained
from method (ii). The additional parameters can account for changes in the band width,
that come along with the shift through the coupling of the LFMs. However, both methods
result in similar shifts and nicely reproduce the dynamics of the VET signal as seen from
the traces. From this analysis, it was confirmed, that the relative shift of CNPhe exceeded
that of the other ncAAs.

Proteins. From the dipeptides alone, the general suitability of the ncAAs as VET sensors
could be judged. But for the future prospect of investigating VET in proteins Aha, N3Phe,
and CNPhe were incorporated into the PDZ protein domain at two distinct sites.

In these more complex systems, the importance of the azide Fermi resonances was un-
derlined. The line shapes of these sensors in the proteins were different from those of the
dipeptides. Phe325Aha had a very narrow and intense IR absorption band, whereas a pro-
nounced two-band structure could be seen for N3Phe at both protein sites. This makes the
band shape and intensity of azide sensors in a protein unpredictable and complicates the
comparison of signals. For CNPhe the band width and position changed in the protein, but
no additional features emerged.

The complex band shapes of the FTIR signals did fully transfer into the VET signals.
All features that were seen in the VET signals could be recreated from a shifted difference
signal of the FTIR bands. The signal amplitudes were dominated by the extraordinary
band shapes of the azide sensors. But the comparison of the well-behaved Ile327AzAla
and the CNPhe variants confirmed that the lower extinction coefficient of CNPhe does not
necessarily lead to a lower VET signal, also in the protein.

The peak times are still larger for increasing donor-sensor distances, but the order of
the peak times is different for the VET sensors in the protein than in the dipeptides. In
the proteins, CNPhe peaks first, N3Phe second, and Aha last (with a difference of 1.3 ps
between CNPhe and Aha). In the small dipeptides, the dynamics are largely influenced
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10 Summary and Outlook

by the interaction with the solvent, which is less dominant in the protein. On the other
hand, in the protein a large side chain can also shorten the effective distance and there are
countless paths between the VET donor and VET sensor in the protein. The influence of
all these pathways makes the VET experiments in the protein less susceptible to each single
step in the VET process and extends the characterization of the VET sensors to more general
experimental conditions.

In conclusion, these experiments indicate that nitrile groups can serve as VET sensors
without strongly impairing the signal amplitude, because the lower extinction coefficient is
largely compensated by the narrower band. The new VET sensors combine the use of more
diverse incorporation techniques with different chemical and sterical properties. With these
findings, the influence of different side chains on the peak time can be estimated, so that in
a single protein different sensors can be used at different sites. This increases the number
of potential target proteins and allows the sensor incorporation to be less disturbing to
different protein sites, paving the way to investigate VET in native-like proteins at every
single site.

Vibrational Energy Transfer and Low-Frequency Modes in Enzymes (Part III)
Aim of this part of the thesis was to establish a new protein system to investigate VET

and the role of protein dynamics in the context of enzymatic catalysis. Because the VET
donor AzAla can inject the energy of a photon as vibrational energy into a protein at the
site of incorporation, it can also be used to specifically excite LFMs. If the motion of these
modes is involved in the enzymatic reaction, a direct influence on the activity is expected.
This hypothesis has existed for many years, but could not yet be verified [21, 283, 284].

Cyclophilin A. The first enzyme that was chosen for this task was CypA. For this a well
studied PPIase different studies proposed that the protein dynamics are catalytically rele-
vant [246, 250, 285]. The WT protein was successfully expressed and purified. A chymotry-
psin-coupled enzyme protein assay was implemented with which the chemical activity of
CypA was proven. Based on previous publications, several peptide ligands were designed,
that should act as scaffold to carry an ncAA VET sensor into the active site of the protein,
but the previously reported high affinities between CypA and the peptides could not be
verified.

The first local attempts of cotranslational AzAla incorporation, using a newly developed
aaRS/tRNA pair [137], were carried out to express CypA mutants containing AzAla at var-
ious sites. With the methods and materials present at that time, this goal was not achieved.
A single CypA mutant (Gly14AzAla) was successfully expressed by the author in the labs
of N. Budisa at Technische Universität Berlin. However, this mutant did not exhibit enzy-
matic activity. Because of the various difficulties encountered, the project was discontinued
in favor of another enzyme system.

Formate dehydrogenase. The next enzyme that was chosen was FDH. It was the first
enzyme in which active site LFMs were detected using 2D-IR spectroscopy [210]. Several
studies have found evidence for the involvement of LFMs in FDH katalysis [167, 219, 225,
262, 263]. This specific system allows the use of a natural VET sensor. It forms a stable
complex with NAD+ and N−3 , a superb IR label. It offers the chance to test small non-
covalent ligands as VET sensors.

An important improvement that enabled this project, was the supply with AzAla. The lo-
cally used AzAla was originally laboriously produced via chemical synthesis in the group
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of N. Budisa in Berlin. But in 2020 a simple enzymatic synthesis method was published
[135]. As part of this thesis, this method was locally established and by the time the FDH
project was launched, crude AzAla could be produced in large quantities and with consis-
tent quality. This allowed for a constant supply with AzAla during expression testing and
for large scale expressions.

AzAla was successfully incorporated into FDH at several sites, under these circumstances.
CD spectra of these mutants were compared to the spectrum of FDH WT. Only the spec-
tra of two mutants (Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla) matched the spectrum of FDH WT.
The CD spectra are not expressive enough to pinpoint the exact structural reasons for the
deviations of the other mutants. The most probable cause is an untraceable effect during
protein purification. In includes unfolding/refolding step. This was required to remove
truncated protein from the sample (which otherwise remained because of the FDH dimer-
ization). This step may be redundant while using expression strains without RF1, making
a higher rate of functional AzAla mutants possible.

FTIR spectra revealed that only those variants whose CD spectra matched that of the WT
could bind N−3 . Despite spectral overlap of free (2048 cm–1) and bound N−3 (2050 cm–1), the
latter could be distinguished by its 3 fold narrower FWHM of 9 cm–1.

For most non-binding variants, the maximum concentration was well below that of FDH
WT, Tyr196AzAla, or Tyr341AzAla, which could be concentrated up to 2 mM. 1 M trehalose
was added to the buffer to test whether this could increase the solubility without impeding
the experiments [274]. Because this was the case, this measure should be considered in the
future of this project.

Clear VET signals were observed for Tyr196AzAla and Tyr341AzAla, with peak times of
9.8 ps and 9 ps, respectively. In agreement with the 3 Å increased distance between AzAla
and bound N−3 in Tyr196AzAla as compared to Tyr341AzAla. It was proven that the ob-
served VET signals were only caused by the bound N−3 . In buffer containing 1 M trehalose,
the Tyr196AzAla peak time was reduced to 8.5 ps. The altered solvent interactions need to
be considered when the trehalose buffer is adopted. For optimal comparability all experi-
ments should be performed with the same buffer composition, as its influence on the VET
dynamics is non-negligible.

The activity of FDH WT and four AzAla mutants was assayed under saturating substrate
conditions without and with excitation of AzAla. In these experiments, a slight reduction
of the activity was observed under illumination, even for the WT. So far, a mismatch in the
sample temperature can not be excluded as the reason for this decrease. These results were
put into perspective by comparing them to a similar experiment with DHFR and AuNPs, in
which significantly stronger excitations were possible [278]. However, it may be possible to
slightly (but significantly) increase the enzyme activity even with the current experimental
design, but the final verification requires improved control over the sample temperature.

The experiments with FDH highlight the potential of small molecule ligands as VET sen-
sors. N−3 is especially attractive because of its simplicity, which prevents Fermi resonances,
and its high extinction coefficient. Its use adds many metalloproteins to the potential targets
of VET experiments [286–289]. These findings could also bring attention to other alternative
VET sensor ligands, such as IR labeled flavins or NAD+ [98, 99].
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10 Summary and Outlook

Indications for future improvements in the expression and purification strategies of FDH
were given, which can potentially lead to a more reliable sample preparation. Newly de-
signed FDH AzAla mutants will allow to analyze VET pathways and groups of dynami-
cally coupled residues by characterizing VET from different directions towards the active
site step by step. Furthermore, the optimized FDH activity assay could show a direct accel-
eration of an enzymatic reaction, caused by the specific activation of protein LFMs. In this
way it will help finding an answer to the long-standing questions about the outstanding
catalytic power of enzymes.
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Zusammenfassung

Schwingungsenergietransfer (engl. vibrational energy transfer, VET) Experimente in Pro-
teinen tragen zu unserem Verständnis grundlegender biologischer Prozesse wie Allosterie,
Dissipation von Überschussenergie und möglicherweise enzymatischer Katalyse bei. All
diese Prozesse werden schon seit langem untersucht, doch viele Fragen bleiben nach wie
vor unbeantwortet. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die Anwendungsbereiche der bestehen-
den spektroskopischen Technik zur Untersuchung von VET zu erweitern, um maßgeschnei-
derte Lösungen für die Vielfalt von Proteinen und Aminosäureumgebungen zu finden. Au-
ßerdem sollten neue Zielproteine identifiziert und etabliert werden, die das Repertoire der
in der Bredenbeck-Gruppe untersuchten Proteine in Richtung der Rolle von VET und nie-
derfrequenter Moden (engl. low-frequency modes, LFM) in Enzymen erweitern.

Sensoren für Schwingungsenergietransfer (Teil II)
Für die spektroskopische Untersuchung von VET werden zwei Funktionalitäten benö-

tigt: ein VET-Donor, der die Energie eines absorbierten Photons in Schwingungsenergie
umwandelt und diese ortsspezifisch in das Protein leitet, und ein VET-Sensor, der das
Eintreffen von Schwingungsenergie durch eine Änderung seiner IR-Absorption melden
kann. Das ursprünglich veröffentlichte Paar von nichtkanonischen Aminosäuren (engl.
non-canonical amino acids, ncAAs), die diese Funktionen übernehmen, sind β-(1-Azulenyl)-
L-alanin (AzAla) bzw. Azido-L-Homoalanin (Aha) [29]. Dieser VET-Sensor kann als Me-
thioninanalogon in Abwesenheit von Methionin unter Selektionsdruck in Proteine einge-
baut werden (engl. selective pressure incorporation, SPI), jedoch erfordert diese Methode
eine Proteinsequenz ohne Methionin [30], was eine große Einschränkung darstellt. Aha ist
zwar hinsichtlich der chemischen und sterischen Eigenschaften ein guter Ersatz speziell für
Methionin, aber nicht für die meisten anderen Aminosäuren, an deren Stelle es in Proteine
eingebaut werden könnte.

In Teil II dieser Arbeit, deren Ergebnisse fachlich begutachtet und veröffentlicht wurden
[136], wurde die Verwendbarkeit mehrerer neuer ncAAs als VET-Sensoren untersucht. Die-
se ncAAs enthielten Azid- oder Nitrilgruppen, deren Streckschwingungen infrarotes Licht
bei 2120 cm–1 bzw. 2220 cm–1 absorbieren. Die Amplitude des VET-Signals hängt linear
vom Extinktionskoeffizienten ab, der für Nitrile typischerweise 2–4-fach niedriger ist als für
Azide [103, 170]. Das VET-Signal entsteht jedoch durch die Verschiebung einer Absorpti-
onsbande aufgrund der Kopplung an besetzte LFMs [24]. Die VET-Sensoren können daher
nicht ausschließlich anhand des Extinktionskoeffizienten beurteilt werden. Wenn sich zwei
Banden gleicher Amplitude gleich stark verschieben, ist das Differenzsignal für die schma-
lere Bande größer. Bei kleinen Verschiebungen, wie es bei VET-Experimenten der Fall ist,
steigt die Signalamplitude linear mit der relativen Verschiebung, dem Verhältnis zwischen
der Verschiebung und der Halbwertsbreite (engl. full width at half maximum, FWHM) der
Bande, an. Aufgrund der nicht-Boltzmann‘schen Besetzungsverteilungen, die durch den
VET verursacht werden, ist die VET-Verschiebung nicht zwangsläufig mit der thermischen
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Verschiebung identisch, die in der temperaturabhängigen Infrarotspektroskopie gemessen
werden kann. Die genauen Besetzungen und Kopplungskonstanten sind nicht ohne weite-
res bestimmbar, weshalb ein experimenteller Vergleich der VET-Sensoren unerlässlich ist.

Dipeptide. Die ncAAs Azidoalanin (N3Ala), Aha, p-azido-Phenylalanin (N3Phe), p-
cyano-Phenylalanin (CNPhe) und 4-cyano-Tryptophan (CNTrp) wurden in Dipeptiden an
AzAla gekoppelt. Ihre spektralen Eigenschaften wurden anhand der Fourier-Transform-
Infrarot-Spektren (FTIR) in H2O, Dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO) und Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
verglichen. Neben den niedrigeren Extinktionskoeffizienten sind die Absorptionsbanden
der Nitrile deutlich schmaler (FWHM 6–12 cm–1) als die der Azidverbindungen (FWHM
19–34 cm–1). Darüber hinaus wiesen die organischen Azide die schon in der Literatur be-
schriebenen Fermi-Resonanzen auf [171–173].

Das Lösungsmittel hat einen starken Einfluss auf die gemessenen VET-Signale. Für alle
Dipeptide war die Signalamplitude in H2O deutlich geringer als in den anderen Lösungs-
mitteln. Dies ging einher mit einer stark verspäteten Peakzeit (Zeitpunkt der maximalen
Amplitude) in THF und einer weniger verspäteten Peakzeit in DMSO im Vergleich zu H2O.
Beide Effekte können durch die Wechselwirkung des Lösungsmittels mit den Dipeptiden
erklärt werden. Diese führt zu einer schnellen Dissipation überschüssiger Energie in das
Lösungsmittel, wodurch die maximale Verschiebung, die induziert werden kann, verrin-
gert und die Peakzeit zu kürzeren Verzögerungen verschoben wird. Dieser Effekt ist am
stärksten in H2O, das protisch und polar ist.

In den Untergruppen der Azid- bzw. Nitrilsensoren nahm die Peakzeit mit der Größe
der Seitenkette zu. Dies zeigt die Abhängigkeit zwischen der Peakzeit und dem Abstand
zwischen VET-Donor und Sensor. Die Peakzeit von N3Phe ist um 0,9 ps später als die von
CNPhe. Diese beiden ncAAs haben die gleiche Seitenkettenstruktur, sodass dieser Unter-
schied ausschließlich durch die unterschiedlichen Reportergruppen und deren Kopplung
an die LFMs verursacht wird. Dieses Ergebnis ist genau das Gegenteil von dem, was man
auf Grundlage der Schwingungslebensdauer erwarten könnte, welche für N3Phe kürzer ist
als für CNPhe.

Bei den VET-Experimenten der Dipeptide wurde beobachtet, dass die Signalamplituden
der Nitrile und der Azide ähnlicher sind, als der deutlich kleinere Extinktionskoeffizient
des Nitrils erwarten ließe. Der Effekt des Extinktionskoeffizienten wird dadurch kompen-
siert, dass die verschobene Bande schmaler ist. Um diesen Befund weiter zu untermauern,
war es erforderlich, die räumliche Verteilung der angeregten Moleküle und ihren Beitrag
zum IR-Differenzsignal zu bestimmen. Durch Berechnungen, die diese Einflüsse berück-
sichtigen, konnte bestimmt werden, dass 12% des FTIR-Signals zum gemessenen Diffe-
renzsignal beitragen. Hierdurch konnte eine Anpassung an das VET-Signal durchgeführt
werden, um absolute Werte für die Verschiebung bei jeder Verzögerung zu erhalten. Zwei
Ansätze für die Anpassung wurden verglichen: (i) die direkte Verschiebung der skalier-
ten FTIR-Signale und (ii) die Anpassung des FTIR-Signals mit einem Voigt-Profil, dessen
Fläche während der Verschiebung konstant bleibt, deren Form sich aber ändern kann. Eine
bessere Übereinstimmung zwischen Daten und Anpassung ergibt sich bei Methode (ii). De-
ren zusätzliche Parameter können Änderungen der Bandbreite berücksichtigen, die mit der
Verschiebung durch die Kopplung der LFMs einhergehen. Beide Methoden führen jedoch
zu ähnlichen Verschiebungen und geben die Dynamik des VET-Signals, wie sie im Verlauf
der integrierten Signale zu sehen ist, gut wieder. Mit dieser Analyse wurde bestätigt, dass
die relative Verschiebung von CNPhe die der anderen ncAAs übersteigt.

Proteine. Anhand der Dipeptide konnte die allgemeine Eignung der ncAAs als VET-
Sensoren nachgewiesen werden. Für den direkten Vergleich unter den Bedingungen zu-
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Zusammenfassung

künftiger VET-Experimente in Proteinen wurden Aha, N3Phe und CNPhe zusätzlich an
zwei verschiedenen Stellen in die PDZ-Proteindomäne eingebaut.

In diesem komplexeren System fiel die besondere Bedeutung der Azid-Fermi-Resonan-
zen auf. In der Proteinumgebung unterschieden sich die Bandenformen der Sensoren von
denen in den Dipeptiden. Phe325Aha hatte eine sehr schmale und intensive IR-Absorp-
tionsbande, während für N3Phe an beiden Proteinstellen eine ausgeprägte Zweibanden-
Struktur zu erkennen war. Dies macht die Bandenform und -intensität von Azidsensoren
in einem Protein unvorhersehbar und erschwert den Vergleich der Signalamplituden. Bei
CNPhe änderten sich die Bandenbreite und die Position im Protein leicht, aber es traten
keine zusätzlichen Banden auf.

Die komplexen Bandenformen der FTIR-Signale übertrugen sich vollständig auf die VET-
Signale. Alle Merkmale, die in den VET-Signalen zu sehen waren, konnten aus einem ver-
schobenen Differenzsignal der FTIR-Signale rekonstruiert werden. Die Signalamplituden
wurden jedoch von den außergewöhnlichen Bandenformen der Azidsensoren dominiert.
Der Vergleich von Ile327Aha und den CNPhe-Varianten bestätigte jedoch auch im Protein,
dass der niedrigere Extinktionskoeffizient von CNPhe nicht zu einem kleineren VET-Signal
führt.

Weiterhin sind die Peakzeiten für größere Abstände zwischen VET-Donor und VET-
Sensor größer, jedoch ist die Reihenfolge für die verschiedenen VET-Sensoren im Protein
anders als in den Dipeptiden. Im Protein erreicht CNPhe als erstes, N3Phe als zweites und
Aha als letztes sein Maximum (mit einem Unterschied von 1,3 ps zwischen CNPhe und
Aha). Bei den kleinen Dipeptiden wird die Dynamik weitgehend von der Wechselwirkung
mit dem Lösungsmittel bestimmt, die im Protein weniger dominant ist. Andererseits kann
eine große Seitenkette im Protein auch den effektiven VET-Abstand verkürzen und es gibt
unzählige Wege zwischen dem VET-Donor und dem VET-Sensor. Der Einfluss all dieser
Wege macht die VET-Experimente im Protein weniger anfällig für die einzelnen Schritte im
VET-Prozess und erweitert die Charakterisierung der VET-Sensoren auf allgemeine experi-
mentelle Bedingungen.

Insgesamt zeigen diese Experimente, dass Nitrilgruppen als VET-Sensoren dienen kön-
nen, da der niedrigere Extinktionskoeffizient durch die schmalere Bandenbreite weitge-
hend kompensiert wird. Die neuen VET-Sensoren kombinieren den Einsatz vielfältigerer
Inkorporationstechniken mit unterschiedlichen chemischen und sterischen Eigenschaften.
Mit diesen Erkenntnissen kann der Einfluss verschiedener Seitenketten auf die Peakzeit
abgeschätzt werden, sodass in einem einzigen Protein verschiedene Sensoren an verschie-
denen Stellen eingesetzt werden können. Dadurch erhöht sich die Zahl der potenziellen
Zielproteine, und der Sensoreinbau kann an den unterschiedlichen Stellen des Proteins mit
weniger Störung der Struktur umgesetzt werden, was den Weg zur Untersuchung von VET
in nativen Proteinen an jeder einzelnen Stelle ebnet..

Schwingungsenergietransfer und niederfrequente Moden in Enzymen (Teil III)
Ziel von Teil III dieser Arbeit war es, ein neues Proteinsystem zu etablieren, um VET und

die Rolle der Proteindynamik im Kontext der enzymatischen Katalyse zu untersuchen. Da
der VET-Donor AzAla die Energie eines Photons als Schwingungsenergie ortsspezifisch in
ein Protein einspeisen kann, kann er auch zur gezielten Anregung von LFMs verwendet
werden. Wenn die Bewegung dieser Moden an der enzymatischen Reaktion beteiligt ist,
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wird ein direkter Einfluss auf die Aktivität erwartet. Diese Hypothese besteht bereits seit
langem, konnte jedoch noch nicht endgültig verifiziert werden [21, 283, 284].

Cyclophilin A. Das erste Enzym, das hierfür ausgewählt wurde, war Cyclophilin A
(CypA). Für diese gut untersuchte Peptidyl-Prolyl-cis-trans-Isomerase (PPIase) geben ver-
schiedene Studien Hinweise darauf, dass die Proteindynamik von Relevanz für die Kataly-
se ist [246, 250, 285]. Der CypA Wildtyp (WT) wurde erfolgreich exprimiert und gereinigt.
Es wurde ein Chymotrypsin-gekoppeltes Enzym-Assay durchgeführt, mit dem die chemi-
sche Aktivität von CypA nachgewiesen werden konnte. Basierend auf früheren Veröffent-
lichungen wurden mehrere Peptidliganden entworfen, die als Gerüst dienen sollten, um
einen ncAA-VET-Sensor in das aktive Zentrum des Proteins zu bringen. Jedoch konnten
die zuvor berichteten hohen Affinitäten zwischen CypA und den Peptiden nicht bestätigt
werden.

Die ersten lokalen Versuche des kotranslationalen AzAla-Einbaus wurden unter Verwen-
dung eines neu entwickelten aminoacyl-tRNA-Synthetase/tRNA-Paares durchgeführt, um
CypA-Mutanten zu exprimieren, die AzAla an verschiedenen Stellen enthalten. Mit den
damals zur Verfügung stehenden Methoden und Materialien konnte dieses Ziel nicht er-
reicht werden. Lediglich eine einzelne CypA-Mutante (Gly14AzAla) wurde vom Autor in
den Laboren von N. Budisa an der Technischen Universität Berlin erfolgreich exprimiert.
Diese Mutante wies jedoch keine enzymatische Aktivität auf. Aufgrund verschiedener
Schwierigkeiten wurde dieses Projekt letztlich zugunsten eines anderen Enzymsystems ein-
gestellt.

Formiatdehydrogenase. Das Enzym das anschließend ausgewählt wurde, war Formiat-
dehydrogenase (FDH). Es war das erste Enzym, bei dem LFMs im aktiven Zentrum mit-
hilfe der zweidimensionalen IR-Spektroskopie nachgewiesen werden konnten [210]. Ver-
schiedene Studien haben außerdem Beweise für die Beteiligung von LFMs an der Katalyse
in FDH gefunden [167, 219, 225, 262, 263]. Dieses spezifische System ermöglicht die Ver-
wendung eines natürlichen VET-Sensors. FDH bildet einen stabilen Komplex mit NAD+

und N−3 , einem hervorragende IR-Marker. Es bot damit die Möglichkeit, niedermolekulare
nicht-kovalente Liganden als VET-Sensoren zu testen.

Eine wichtige Verbesserung, die dieses Projekt ermöglichte, war die Versorgung mit AzA-
la. Das örtlich verwendete AzAla wurde ursprünglich in der Gruppe von N. Budisa in
Berlin synthetisiert. Im Jahr 2020 wurde jedoch eine einfache enzymatische Syntheseme-
thode veröffentlicht [135]. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde diese Methode vor Ort etabliert
sodass bis zum Start des FDH-Projekts AzAla in großen Mengen und mit gleichbleibender
Qualität hergestellt werden konnte. Dies ermöglichte eine konstante Versorgung mit AzAla
während der Expressionstests und für groß angelegte Expressionen.

Unter diesen Umständen wurde AzAla erfolgreich an mehreren Stellen in FDH einge-
baut. Die Zirkulardichroismus-Spektren (CD) dieser Mutanten wurden mit dem Spek-
trum von FDH WT verglichen. Nur die Spektren von zwei Mutanten (Tyr196AzAla und
Tyr341AzAla) stimmten mit dem Spektrum von FDH WT überein. Um die genauen struk-
turellen Gründe dafür zu ermitteln, sind die CD-Spektren nicht aussagekräftig genug. Die
wahrscheinlichste Ursache ist ein nicht reproduzierbarer Effekt während der Proteinreini-
gung. Bei der Reinigung ist ein Entfaltungsschritt vorgesehen, der erforderlich ist, um das
verkürzte Protein aus der Probe zu entfernen (das ansonsten aufgrund der FDH-Dimerisie-
rung in der Probe verbleibt). Bei der Verwendung von Expressionsstämmen ohne Release-
Faktor 1 (RF1) könnte dieser Schritt jedoch überflüssig sein, sodass eine bessere Ausbeute
funktionaler Mutanten möglich wäre.
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Zusammenfassung

Die FTIR-Spektren zeigten, dass nur die Varianten deren CD-Spektren mit dem des WT
übereinstimmten N−3 binden konnten. Trotz des spektralen Überlapps von freiem und ge-
bundenem N−3 (2048 cm–1 bzw. 2050 cm–1) konnte letzteres durch seine dreifach schmalere
FWHM von 9 cm–1 nachgewiesen werden.

Für die meisten nicht bindenden Varianten lag die maximal erreichbare Proteinkonzen-
tration deutlich unter der von FDH WT, Tyr196AzAla und Tyr341AzAla, welche bis zu
2 mM aufkonzentriert werden konnten. 1 M Trehalose wurde dem Puffer hinzugefügt, um
zu testen, ob dies die Löslichkeit erhöhen könnte [274], ohne die Experimente zu stören. Da
dies der Fall war, sollte diese Maßnahme in Zukunft bei diesem Projekt in Betracht gezogen
werden.

Deutliche VET-Signale wurden für Tyr196AzAla und Tyr341AzAla beobachtet. In Über-
einstimmung mit dem um 3 Å verlängerten Abstand zwischen AzAla und gebundenem
N−3 betragen die Peakzeiten 9,8 ps und 9 ps für Tyr196AzAla bzw. Tyr341AzAla. Es
konnte nachgewiesen werden, dass die beobachteten VET-Signale ausschließlich durch das
gebundene N−3 verursacht wurden. Im Puffer mit 1 M Trehalose war die Peakzeit von
Tyr196AzAla auf 8,5 ps verringert. Wenn der Trehalosepuffer verwendet wird, müssen da-
her die veränderten Wechselwirkungen mit dem Lösungsmittel berücksichtigt werden. Für
eine optimale Vergleichbarkeit sollten alle Experimente mit der gleichen Pufferzusammen-
setzung durchgeführt werden, da ihr Einfluss auf die VET-Dynamik nicht vernachlässigbar
ist.

Die Aktivität von FDH WT und vier AzAla-Mutanten wurde unter sättigenden Substrat-
bedingungen ohne und mit Anregung von AzAla untersucht. In diesen Experimenten wur-
de eine leichte Verringerung der Aktivität unter Beleuchtung sogar für den WT beobachtet.
Bisher kann ein Unterschied der Probentemperatur als Grund für diesen Rückgang nicht
ausgeschlossen werden. Die Ergebnisse wurden durch den Vergleich mit einem ähnlichen
Experiment mit Dihydrofolat Reduktase und Gold Nanopartikeln relativiert, bei dem deut-
lich stärkere Anregungen möglich waren [278]. Möglicherweise kann man die Enzymakti-
vität auch mit dem derzeitigen Versuchsaufbau geringfügig (aber signifikant) erhöhen. Das
erfordert aber wegen der erwarteten kleinen Effekte absolute Gewissheit über die Proben-
temperatur.

Die Experimente mit FDH verdeutlichen das Potenzial von niedermolekularen Liganden
als VET-Sensoren. Die einfache Struktur, die Fermi-Resonanzen verhindert, und der hohe
Extinktionskoeffizient machen N−3 besonders attraktiv. Seine Nutzung kann viele Metallo-
proteine zu den potenziellen Zielen für VET-Experimente hinzufügen [286–289]. Mit diesen
Erkenntnissen kommen auch andere VET-Sensor-Liganden für die Nutzung infrage, z.B.
IR-markierte Flavine oder NAD+ [98, 99].

Es wurden Hinweise für zukünftige Verbesserungen der Expressions- und Reinigungs-
strategien von FDH gegeben, die zu einer zuverlässigeren Probenvorbereitung führen kön-
nen. Neu entwickelte FDH AzAla-Mutanten werden es außerdem ermöglichen, VET-Pfade
und Gruppen von dynamisch gekoppelten Aminosäuren zu identifizieren, indem VET aus
verschiedenen Richtungen zum aktiven Zentrum Schritt für Schritt charakterisiert wird.
Darüber hinaus könnte der optimierte FDH-Aktivitätsassay eine direkte Beschleunigung
einer enzymatischen Reaktion zeigen, die durch die spezifische Anregung von Protein-
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LFMs verursacht wird. Auf diese Weise kann dieses Projekt dazu beitragen, eine Antwort
auf die seit langem bestehenden Fragen nach der außerordentlichen katalytischen Effizienz
von Enzymen zu finden.
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i Crystal Structures of PDZ Phe325N3Phe and Phe325CNPhe

180°

180°

Figure A.1: Top: Overlay of the backbone atoms of PDZ WT (gray) and PDZ Phe325N3Phe (purple). Bottom:
Overlay of the backbone atoms of PDZ WT (gray) and the four chains of PDZ Phe325CNPhe (red hues). An
additional, semitransparent ribbon representation for the PDZ WT is shown for orientation. PDZ WT data
are pdb entry 1BFE [176].

The asymmetric unit of the Phe325N3Phe crystal contains one PDZ molecule, the asymmet-
ric unit of Phe325CNPhe contains four. The four chains of Phe325CNPhe are very similar
to each other (RMSD ≤0.71 Å for each pair). The structures of both mutants reveal that
the mutation does not alter the overall fold of the protein. Comparison with the WT struc-
ture (Fig. A.1) yields RMSD of ≤0.84 Å and 0.68 Å for CNPhe and N3Phe, respectively.
The largest differences between the WT and the mutants as well as the different chains of
Phe325CNPhe occur at the N-terminus, which is too flexible to model the first few residues,
and in the loops around residue Ser320 and Asp332. These loop regions are less rigid (re-
flected also in the associated B-factors) and are partially involved in crystal contacts.

The electron density of the ncAAs is well-defined. Interestingly, a model of Phe325N3Phe
with a C-N bond length of 1.4 Å [290] results in a higher electron density close to the phenyl
ring than observed (Fig. A.2 a). The observed electron density is better explained with an
extraordinary long bond of 1.7 Å (Fig. A.2 b), a length that is also present in pdb entry
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6HCS [291], or even longer bonds.1 Within this work the reasonably good structure with a
bond length of 1.4 is used for referencing distances.

The only clearly mutation-induced change occurs in the structure of Phe325N3Phe. In
this structure one can observe, that the αB helix shifts to accommodate the longer side
chain of N3Phe, whose space would otherwise be restricted by Leu379 (Fig. A.2 d). Judged
by the crystallographic electron density both ncAAs occupy a single conformation.

a b

c d

Figure A.2: Electron density around Phe325N3Phe with a typical C-N bond length (a). Electron density
around Phe325N3Phe with an increased C-N bond length of 1.7 Å(b). Electron density around Phe325CNPhe
of chain A. The correctly modeled electron densities (blue mesh) are mapped at 1 rmsd, excessive electron den-
sity (red mesh) and electron density missing in the model (green mesh) are mapped at 3 rmsd (c). Comparison
of the structure around the mutation site in an overlay as in Fig. A.1 (d). Side chain atoms are only shown for
residue 325 and Leu379, which is clearly displaced in PDZ Phe325N3Phe. PDZ Phe325CNPhe is represented
only by chain A. For clarity objects in the background fade out.

Table A.1: Parameters of the crystal structures of PDZ Phe325N3Phe and Phe325CNPhe.

Phe325N3Phe Phe325CNPhe
Space group C 2 2 21 C 1 2 1
Resolution / Å 1.86 1.85 Å
Outer shell
completeness / %

99.66 98.76

R-value free 0.2855 0.2775
R-value work 0.2474 0.2283

1 To the best of my knowledge, the ncAA N3Phe is currently only rarely represented in the structures in the
pdb, either with chemical ID 4II (one entry) or 4OO (two entries).
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iii Derivation of ∆ν̃min

ii Derivation of ∆ν̃min

Given a Lorentzian function f (ν̃) centered around 0 with area a and FWHM w:

f (ν̃) =
2a
π

w
4ν̃2 + w2 = c

w
4ν̃2 + w2

The difference signal d(ν̃) generated by subtracting this Lorentzian from one shifted by−ν̃s
is:

d(ν̃) = c
(

w
4(ν̃ + ν̃s)2 + w2 −

w
4ν̃2

s + w2

)

The roots of the first derivative δ/δν̃ d(ν̃) are at the positions ν̃i of the extrema.

δ

δν̃
d(ν̃) = c
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8wν̃
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)
!
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√√
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6
+
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12
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2
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√

−
√

ν̃4
s + ν̃2
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6
+

ν̃2
s − w2

12
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2

The separation of the real-valued solutions ν̃1/2 in the limit of small shifts ∆ν̃min is:

∆ν̃min = lim
ν̃s→0

√
2
√

ν̃4
s + ν̃2

s w2 + w4

3
+

ν̃2
s − w2

3

=
w√

3
(10.1)

iii Supplementary Figures for Part II
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Figure A.3: Extinction coefficient of AzAla in the wavelength range 300–450 nm (a) and 450–800 nm (b) in
different solvents. The steps in b) originate from the mOD resolution of the data transferred via the serial port
of the spectrometer.
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Figure A.4: After prolonged periods in aqueous (a), or acidic (b) solutions, the UV/Vis spectrum of AzAla
undergoes significant changes. This is not the case in DMSO (c) or basic solutions (not shown). These data
have been recorded on a NanoDrop One spectrometer, the absorbance values were scaled to 1 cm path length
using the internal auto-ranging function.
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CNPhe (red) inserted at positions Ile327 (top) and Phe325 (bottom). Each panel shows the second derivative
of the spectrum without the ligand (dim colors) and with the ligand (intense colors).
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Figure A.10: Quantitative analysis of the VET induced shifts of AzAla-N3Ala (top left), AzAla-Aha (bottom
left), AzAla-CNPhe (top right), and AzAla-CNTrp (bottom right). The left column in each group shows the
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Figure A.13: ITC data of CypA with the ligand peptides HAGPIA (a), Ac-VGPDLP-NH2 (b), and Ac-
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third small Lorentzian only minimally improves the fit). In none of these spectra the side feature is visible.
The addition of 1 M trehalose to the sample buffer does not interfere with N−3 binding in FDH Tyr196AzAla
(f).
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Figure A.18: Normalized FTIR (a) and VET (b) data of samples without and with 1 M trehalose. All data
are of the reference compartment or the sample compartment of FDH Tyr196AzAla samples. The VET data
at 120 ps delay are shown in b, and the inset is focused on the additional feature in the solvent heating signal
due to the addition of 1 M trehalose.
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FTIR Band Parameters for Part II

Table A.2: Parameters determined from the FTIR spectra of the AzAla-ncAA dipeptides in different solvents
( ν̃max: wavenumber of the maximum; εmax: extinction coefficient at the maximum; B: integrated extinction
coefficient).

N3Ala Aha N3Phe CNPhe CNTrp

H
2O

ν̃max / cm–1 2115.7 2113.1 2026.9 2235 2219.3

FWHM
/ cm–1 28.6 31.4 34.5 10.2 12.2

εmax

/ M–1cm–1 417 405 388 224 109

B
/ mM–1cm–2 14.0 15.0 13.7 2.6 1.4

D
M

S
O

ν̃max / cm–1 2106 2100 2116.5 2226.7 2214.4

FWHM
/ cm–1 23.9 27.4 23.4 7.3 8.6

εmax

/ M–1cm–1 388 367 470 187 146

B
/ mM–1cm–2 11.7 11.6 12.8 1.6 1.4

T
H

F

ν̃max / cm–1 2105.7 2099.7 2114.4 2228.4 2216.4

FWHM
/ cm–1 24.6 27.8 28.7 5.6 8.0

εmax

/ M–1cm–1 647 673 663 261 168

B
/ mM–1cm–2 19.1 23.1 20.0 1.9 2.1
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Table A.3: Parameters determined from the FTIR spectra of the PDZ variants without (-) and with (+) AzAla-
KQTSV ligand. Only the spectrum of Phe325N3Phe was fit with a Voigt profile, the other spectra were fit
with Gaussians (FWHM: full width at half maximum; B: integrated extinction coefficient; ν̃max: wavenumber
of the maximum).

PDZ Ile327 PDZ Phe325

ν̃max

/ cm–1
FWHM
/ cm–1

B
/ mM–1cm–2

ν̃max

/ cm–1
FWHM
/ cm–1

B
/ mM–1cm–2

A
h

a

-
Peak 1 2099.0 29.6 11.7 2088.1 16.3 2.2

Peak 2 2100.0 11.5 9.7

+
Peak 1 2097.2 25.6 8.6 2085.9 16.1 2.7

Peak 2 2110.5 20.8 1.8 2099.4 9.9 8.3

N
3P

h
e -

Peak 1 2105.2 20.5 7.2 2101.0 12.9 4.1

Peak 2 2128.3 29.4 10.2 2121.0 45.0 10.1

+
Peak 1 2101.2 12.7 5.3 2100.4 15.9 5.9

Peak 2 2121.3 44.8 12.9 2125.1 33.3 6.8

C
N

P
h

e - 2236.7 11.6 1.6 2230.3 5.8 0.8

+ 2238.1 11.4 1.4 2231.5 5.8 0.8

S
C

N - 2083.4 12.6 0.5

+ 2082.0 7.9 0.3

CD Secondary Structure of FDH WT

Table A.4: Secondary structure analysis of FDH based on the CD spectrum and on the crystal structure (pdb:
5DN9 [167]). The analysis was conducted using the BeStSel web server [88, 272].

helix / % antiparallel
β-sheet

/ %

parallel
β-sheet

/ %

turn / % other / %

CD
spectrum

26.7 3.6 15.4 11.1 43.2

structure 30.4 1.5 14.7 13.8 39.6
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Experimental Conditions of FDH

Table A.5: Experimental conditions of the FTIR and VET experiments with FDH.

variant FDH
concentration

/ mM

N−3
concentration

/ mM

thickness
/ µm

pulse energy
/ µJ

Tyr196AzAla 1.6 1.2 150 19
Tyr196AzAla
(1 M trehalose)

1.6 1.5 100 16

Tyr341AzAla 1.7 1.8 100 20
WT 1.5 1.4 100 18

Y73AzAla+VG 1.1 1.1 150 22
Val121AzAla 0.3 0.3 150 22

Val121AzAla+VG 0.7 0.6 100 20
Tyr196AzAla+VG 0.3 0.3 150 19

Trp284AzAla 0.6 2.3 150 17

FTIR Band Parameters of N−3 in FDH

Table A.6: Band shape parameters, rounded to the first decimal place, of the Lorentzians used to fit the FTIR
absorption of N−3 bound to the FDH mutants, and the average thereof. The indices 1 and 2 indicate the main
feature and the side feature (not detected for Val121AzAla), respectively.

variant ν̃1
/ cm–1

FWHM1
/ cm–1

ν̃2
/ cm–1

FWHM2
/ cm–1

WT 2049.7 9.0 2037.3 15.4
Val121AzAla 2049.1 13.1
Tyr196AzAla 2049.8 8.5 2038.2 14.9

Tyr196AzAla
(1 M trehalose)

2049.8 9.8 2039.1 19.3

Tyr341AzAla 2049.5 9.0 2037.1 15.3
average 2049.6 9.9 2037.9 16.2
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Overview of FDH Results

Table A.7: Overview of the experimental results of the different FDH variants.

variant max. con-
centration /

mM

CD
spectrum

binds N−3 VET peak
time / ps

kcat
(3◦C)

/ s-1

WT 3 like WT yes – 0.19
Y73AzAla+VG 1.1 unlike WT no – N/A
Val121AzAla 0.3 unlike WT weakly – 0.0163

Val121AzAla+VG 0.7 unlike WT no – N/A
Val121AzAla+VG

(1 M trehalose)
1.1 N/A no – N/A

Tyr196AzAla 1.6 like WT yes 9.8 0.17
Tyr196AzAla

(1 M trehalose)
1.6 N/A yes 8.5 N/A

Tyr196AzAla+VG 0.3 unlike WT no – –
Trp284AzAla 0.6 N/A no – N/A
Tyr341AzAla 1.8 like WT yes 9 0.11

Tyr341AzAla+VG N/A unlike WT no N/A 0.0037

N/A: no measurement was conducted. –: no signal could be observed.
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Plasmids

Table A.8: Plasmids that have been used in this work. For the protein variants only the parent plasmid is
listed.

Plasmid Resistance Gene Products (Control) Source
pET22b(+) TmAzul amp TmAzul-HisTag (T7+Lac) F. H. Arnold (Caltech,

Pasadena) [135]
pET22b(+) Tm9D8* amp Tm9D8*-HisTag (T7+Lac) F. H. Arnold (Caltech,

Pasadena) [147]
pGDR11-KOD PDZ amp HisTag-TEV-PDZ (T5+Lac) Bredenbeck Group
pULTRA-CNF str/spec polyspecific Mj tyrosyl aaRS

(tacI) & tRNATyr
CUA (proK) opti-

mized for CNPhe

Addgene
(#48215; [152, 153])

pULTRA-CNF
D286R

str/spec polyspecific Mj tyrosyl aaRS
with D286R (tacI) & tRNATyr

CUA
(proK) optimized for CNPhe

this work

pQE-70 CypA WT amp CypA (T5+Lac) C. Schiene-Fischer
(Martin-Luther-
Universität, Halle)

pET28a CypA WT kan CypA-HisTag (T7+Lac) Subcloned from pQE-
70 CypA WT by T. Bau-
mann (Technische Uni-
versität, Berlin)

pMK-FDH kan not applicable for cloning vec-
tors

ThermoFisher Scien-
tific

pET28b FDH kan CbFDH (T7+Lac) this work
pET28b FDH-
HisTag

kan CbFDH-HisTag (T7+Lac) this work

pBU16 MjAzuRS amp Mj tyrosyl aaRS (glnS’) &
tRNATyr

CUA (proK) optimized
for AzAla

N. Budisa (University
of Manitoba, Win-
nipeg) [137]
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E. coli Strains

Table A.9: E. coli strains that have been used in this work.

Strain Name Genotype Source
E. coli BL21 (DE3) E. coli B F- ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB (rB

-, mB
-)

λ(DE3 [lacI lacUV5-T7p07 ind1 sam7 nin5])
[malB+]K-12(λS)

Bredenbeck Group

E. coli BL21 Star (DE3) E. coli BL21 (DE3) rne131 Thermo Fisher Scientific
E. coli DH5α E. coli K-12 F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1

recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR nupG purB20
ϕ80lacZ∆M15 ∆(lacZYA-argF)U169,
hsdR17(rK

-, mK
+), λ-

Bredenbeck Group

E. coli NEB5α E. coli K-12 F- fhuA2∆(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA
glnV44 ϕ80lacZM15 recA1 relA1 gyrA96
endA1 thi-1 hsdR17

New England Biolabs

E. coli B834 (DE3) E. coli BL21 (DE3) metE Bredenbeck Group
E. coli B-95.∆A E. coli BL21 (DE3) ∆prfA; 95 chromosomal

amber stop codons replaced
RIKEN (#RDB13711); K.
Sakamoto (RIKEN, Yoko-
hama) [129]

E. coli B-95.∆A∆fabR E. coli B-95.∆A ∆fabR RIKEN (#RDB13712); K.
Sakamoto (RIKEN, Yoko-
hama) [129]

E. coli C321.∆A.exp (DE3) E. coli K-12 F- λ- ilvG- rfb-50 rph-1 ∆(ybhB-
bioAB)::zeoR ∆prfA λ(DE3); no chromoso-
mal amber stop codons

N. Budisa (University
of Manitoba, Winnipeg);
based on [128]

E. coli LOBSTR E. coli BL21(DE3) arnA(H359S H361S
H592S H593S) SlyD∆(His151_His196)

A. Möller (Osnabrück
University); based on
[270]
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